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Page 2, VOICE, March 5, 1982
editorJorum
Few people enjoy Jong goodbyes, myself included. Thus, this editorial, my last for the Voice, is,merely to ex-press a few concerns I have regarding the campus' attitude toward its student newspaper. Previously, I have
often eschewed gut instincts in order to exercise the degree of tolerance that I believe is expected ofan editor.After producing 24 issues of the Voice, however, my tolerance has reached the end of its tether. Allow me this
final indulgence. '
So, you want to be editor of the Voice? If is the perfect position to combine academics with a healthy extra-
curricular activity, right? And consider the power associated with the privilege. The campus will respect your
opinions, whether they agree with them or not; and relevent social issues will surface that students, faculty and
administrators will feel compelled to address, right? Sure, being editor must take up a tot of time, but isn't that
the price paid for being in such a visible position? And, in the end, isn't all the gratification worth the effort
expended?
Think again. First of all, if you become editor of the Voice, be prepared for countless hours of thankless work.
Whenever someone asks me how many hours a week the editor must put into the paper, I have to'suppress a
smile or is it a grimace? I usually reply that when I break down my yearly salary, it figures out to be something
like a nickel per hour. Obviously, one doesn't become editor for the money.
Neither does one become editor for the "status" naively associated with the position. People who are
selected as Voice editors must have strong masochistic tendencies. Essentially, your intrinsic satisfactions
must come from the pleasure you take in being a doormat which everyone gets the opportunity to walk on.Administrators will rant that you don't make the effort to present "their side" (e.g. the objective side) of an
issue, but attempt to make an appointment to talk with them and it's like trying to book a room reservation atthe Wooster Inn during Parents Weekend. When press conferences occur, you will seldom receive invitations
unless you manage to infiltrate News Services or show up as the unwanted guest. Then, media coordinators
will avoid you or lead you toward a crowded comer of the room where you can report on the color of other
reporters sports jackets. Don't expect to be invited to trustees meetings, either. When you boldly assert yourpresence, President Copeland will be quick to point out that you are there as a "student observer," nothing
more.
If satisfaction cannot be had from administrative response, surely the student body acknowledges the effortput into the paper, no? No. I have come to the disillusioning conclusion that if copies of Dr. Seuss were printed
in a tabloid form with a Voice masthead, students would snatch them up just as quickly on Friday afternoons.Your life will be far less complicated if you avoid discussing volatile issues like racism at Wooster, homosexual
oppression, political intolerance, divestment from South Africa, Christianity, sections and clubs (on any level)
and student apathy. Instead, attempt to cover more socially acceptable and "worthy" events: football gamesValentine's Day dances, The Campaign for Wooster and the Recognition Banquet are preferable topics.When you publish-article- s that certain sections (sorry, make that segments) of the campus disagree withprepare to suffer the repercussions. Leave your phone off the hook so you don't have to lie awake at night
anticipating the obscene phone calls; don't open your mail so you won't have to read the hate letters; don'tdrive your car on campus so you won't have to expose it to students who kick in the doors, cut the exhaust pipe
or egg the hood. As added precautions, move off-campu- s, get an unlisted phone number and don't park inpublic places on campus.
Social life? Don't be silly. Editing the paper ts your social life. If you leave the office for five minutes, inevitably
someone will call to say they'vcbeen trying to reach you for days. Friendships will be tested when you cannot
spend a Saturday night with people you care about because there is Voice bookkeeping and baling to do on the
weekends. Strangers will wander into the office and obliquely inquire on the assortment of pain pills, stress
vitamins, throat lozenges and laxatives lining your desk top. You will learn to get by on four to five hours of
sleep a night, and will find yourself driven toward cheap white wines. Motivating yourself to eat dinner at LowryCenter will become increasingly difficult; friends will constantly introduce you as editor of the Voice, which
often comes out sounding like an irttro for Attila the Hun. Avoid eating in Lowry Center on Fridays when youdistribute the paper. If students are offended by something you've printed, they will occasionally walk over toyour table and rip up the Voice in your face. So much for table manners.Of course, as editor in chief you are expected to excel in academics. Because most candidates for editor are
upperclass students, it is likely you will divide your time between I.S. and the Voice and two other classesSome professors will be sympathetic to your bloodshot eyes and uncontrollable twitching, common symptoms
among those people afflicted with psychotic tendencies. Other profs will chastize you for "exploiting" yourposition as editor to get out of classwork. Most of them will shake their heads sadly, understanding your plightbut not quite forgiving you for handing in a paper two weeks late. -- '
- So, you still want to be editor of the Voice? Terrific! I wish you the best of hick truly!
This farewell would not be complete without acknowledging those people who have made my Life as Editorbearable:
To my editorial staff, I could not have weathered through the past three quarters without you. Yourdedication and patience was much appreciated. Any future editor who has you on hisher staff is more thanfortunate.
To the Divestment Coalition, thank you for educating me on the injustices in Sooth Africa. Whether thebattle you fight with the trustees is won or lost, it is significant that you seek to uphold the values of the College '
which have been corrupted by its investors.
To my adviser, Joanne Frye, your insight and direction have made the process of Independent Study thegratifying experience it is supposed to be. Thanks for putting up with late chapters and recurrent Voice
excuses.
To my parents, who never understood why I wanted to do anything as foolish as running a newspaper, all I
can say is that I had a dream, but it turned into a nightmare.
To Mary, Martha and Louise, you are three of the best reasons to be inspired about a newspaper. As friends,your loyalty has touched me deeply. Good hick in the future, you deserve it. -
Finally, to Raul in Manhattan, who will probably never read this but who must be recognized anyway, thankyou for giving me long-distanc- e moral support. Life beyond Wooster is, indeed, fabulous. Vou're right, you
iuiow. i uu line to leave inings unresolved. -
Newsweek Editor
To trie editor:
This message of dismay
concerns remarks attributed to
me in the Voice of Feb. 5, 1982.
The story said that I was
"angered" when some members of
the Divestment Coalition left a
hearing held by the ad hoc trustees
committee, "partly," it continued,
since I had left my business in New
York to attend the hearing. My
interview with a Voice reporter
after the meeting was taped, so it
can be checked. I did not say that I
's Not Angered, But
was angerea, Because 1 was not
angered. I said that I was
disappointed, because I was dis-
appointed. In explaining - the
several reasons for my disappoint-
ment, I said that a number of busy
and caring people had set aside
personal and professional respon-
sibilities to come to Wooster to try
to work out this knotty problem,
and that this action by supporters
of the Divestment Coalition did
Dot make the task easier.
As a professional journalist, X
He's Disappointed
want . to make one otner
observation. I believe that a news-
paper's primary responsibility is to
inform its readers, in as thorough
and fair a manner as possible. I
believe' that the editors of -- the
Voice have the ability to do this,
but that on this particular issue
they have not performed to the
best of their ability. I am not
angered by this, but I am
'disappointed.
Sincerely,
Jerrold K. Footlick
The Plot and its Players
- Act I: A scenario of life at a small, midwestern college, snuggled in abed of cornfields and church towers, prerequisite to entry into the RealWorld. " , .
The Scene: The College of Wooster. Quiet. Remote. Gold brickbuildings loom in stately calm above a worn and traveled walk. Trees just
starting to bud shake pff the final drops of winter snow, glistening wetbeneath the sun, sodden grass stretches between islands of hardened
slush. A few professors wander unhurriedly across the lawn, booksbeneath their arms, quiet conversation, a lull of half-war- m breeze,
squirrels chatter from the highest branches. A man and woman stroll
hand-in-han- d, unseeing, unthinking, only feeling each other's presence,
quiet, a sense of calm belonging.
The typewriters clatter in Galpin Hall; administrators pass one
another on the center staircase, a hasty greeting and a smile; the cash
register drawer slams shut in Lowry Center, a few students wander
through the bookstore, a woman claims a package at the post office,
downstairs the food service people plan the next week's meals.
The Scene: A male student, dark blonde hair swept back from hisforehead dark brown eyes somber in a face of guarded sensitivity, a
certain insecurity lurking beneath its surface, walks into the cafeteria in
Lowry Center. He is alone; at once a table of section men begin to shout,
whistles of harassment hurled against him. The sensitivity hardens. He isgay, and his crime Ees in his having failed to conceal it.
The Scene: A group of male students stalk a squirrel and throw it into
their kitchen freezer. Sneers of pleasure, a few beers are opened, they
relax in the privacy of their.small house the sun edging through the
window panes, and wait for the animal to die.
The Scene: A group of students huddled in a tiny basement room, in
Mom's, in a garret downtown, the smoke from an endless string of
cigarettes hanging in the air, hour after" hour, talking, challenging,
arguing: South Africa, EI Salvador, Nicaragua, Reagan's economics,
nuclear war, poverty, peace, Marxism.. ..The disputes are without end,
often erratic, but somehow, as thoughts begin to coalesce, as tentativeideas are discarded or developed, none of it is wasted.
The Scene: A house on the other end of campus, a group of students
surround a small TV, all wearing crew neck sweaters, Oxford button-dow- n
collar shirts, all with short hair, clean-shave- n jaws, all bearing a
certain, subtle' resemblance to one another and to George Bush, one
puffing contentedly away on his pipe, one wearing a sweater with an
eagle quilted on the back. President Reagan appears on the screen and
all rise silently in a moment of somber respect.
The Scene: A parking lot late at night, dark, large, a few shadows slip
silently through the narrow aisles, select a car, surround it, and beat thedoors and windshield until the damage is extensive. The following
morning, a policeman tells the car's owner, whose views happen to beincompatible with those prevailing among the student body, to park it
further from the campus.
..." xThe Scene: Two students sit side by side in Mom's, systematically
sorting stacks of paper and stapling together, discussing the information
tables on South Africa to be set up in Lowry Center.Other students come and go; the afternoon meanders on, and the
conversation unfolds: religion, feminism, classes, childhood
rnernones.... Another afternoon away from books, and somehow it
doesn't matter.
The Scene: An editor of the student newspaper walks down a halhvay
after distributing that week's issue. Five men storm toward her,
surround her, and demand she retract her editorial. The hate maB and
the phone calls begin that afternoon, and continue for months. Friends
suggest she cease her political outspokenness and concentrate more on
blending in.
The Scene: The sun glints across a hundred slanting rooftops,
scissored lawns stretch sedately into untraversed side streets, students
stroll the sidewalks, books forgotten for an afternoon, wanting only to
feel the warmth and peace of a sudden break from winter.
The Scene: The sudden ring of a telephone jars a student out of sleep;
he rolls over and flounders for the receiver. Pulling it to his ear , he hears a
stream of sexual obscenity. Shaking, he slams the phone down. In fifteen
minuies, n rings again, l ne ensuing weeks are continuous. His landlady
asks him to find another room.
The Scene: A student sits alone in her room, notecards stacked abouther, writing in the legal pad before her. The night stretches into morning;
she works oblivious. The inspiration is there, she has ceased to think in
terms of sleep, all that matters is the sudden, beautiful coherence of her
thoughts.
The Scene: Wooster's- - social crowd. A Valentine's Day dance:
Couples stare into each other's eyes, embracing beneath pink paper
cupids and red paper hearts, suits and gowns, reminiscences of high
school proms gone by....A row of sorority sweatshirts, giggling women,
tossing heads, pony tails and french braids... .A section party: Students
stumble around fumbling bottles of beer, stereos blaze from room to
room, conversations ramble as people fight to shout above the noise,beer sinks into the carpets, is thrown against the wall; for entertainment
a few section members destroy a couple of lamps and mutilate a shower
curtain. Their masculinity assured, they go back for a few more beers.
The Scene: Somewhere in a tiny dormitory room a student tries to slit
his wrists and is rushed to Hygeia. Somewhere a woman wakes in terror
from a sleep of nightmares. Somewhere in a network of unlit alleyways
someone wanders sleepless through the night, staring at the stars....
-
Act D: The College of Wooster has been left behind, and with it all the
pain, the fury, the grinding, pulsating.frustration of trying to determine
one's place in a microcosm whose every sphere required some degree of
compromise. All is gone; even the bitterness has faded. Somehow all that 4has gone before has lost significance the Real World looms ahead. The
.
preoccupation is no longer with fitting into or defying The College of
Wooster. There are more important issues to undertake, and perhaps
beyond these long-locke- d gates one will find one's place, for one realizes v
now: wherever it is, it wasn't here. And one hopes The College of
Wooster is as removed from the world outside as it has claimed to be.
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To the Editor:
Correction on the article
published in last week's Voice on
the International Fair; In, the
acknowledgement of the countries
that participated in the Interna-
tional Fair, two countries were
erroneously omitted: The
Netherlands and - the winning
country, Kenya. We are sorry for
this. '
The Organizing Committee
Tessie Tzavaras
Box2917.ext.244
Reader Relieved
To the Editor:
I write in response to Louise
Blum's editorial in the February
19, 1982 issue of the Voice. After
reading the first two paragraphs, I
could not honestly believe that
Kevin Grubb could stoop so low. I
was relieved to find that he was not
the author.
Honestly, Louise, do you really
think that Reagan supports fascist
dictatorships? And as for, his
ecpnomic policies, give the man a .
chance! Reagan has said that it will
take time for his policies to take
-- effect. Also, much of his policies
have yet to be implemented
because of strong opposition in
Congress. So perhaps Congress is
to blame. Regardless of who is at
fault, if anyone, I have faith in our
government and in what Reagan is
trying to accomplish.
But I don't put Reagan on the
same level as God. And I don't
think the men of Richardson
House . do either. The men of
Richardson House deserve to be
-- commended for presenting their
' views in a clear, concise, intelligent
and stimulating manner.
Sincerely,
Paul F. Miller III
115 Maple Hill Re?..
Gladwyne, PA 19035
A
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Seidel Restricted by Myopic Vision
Dear Mr. Seidel. -
In response to your lessrthan-astut- e
exegesis on our president's
tactlessness, I would like to make a
few observations. However, at the
Supply-Sid- e Offers Future Benefits
. To the Editor,
Now that the smoke has cleared
from round two of the Richardson
House vs. all "liberals" battle, I had
hoped to get in a word before
either side decided to escalate and
blow this so out of proportion as to
destroy any chance of a thoughtful
Idealism of Academics
Paradoxically Inhibits
Educational Process
rTo the Editor: "- -. :
Although I thought I had sworn
off letters to the editor, since they
have no practical effect, still 1
cannot keep from commenting on
the recent agitation over college
divestment.
I am always astonished at how
little presumably intelligent people
learn from experience, but I would
guess that the failure is an occupa-
tional hazard of making one's
living through books. In any case,
the resemblances of this current
situation to the recent history of
the 1960s are worth noting. First
we have a moral cause brought
forward by students. Then we
. have that movement blocked by
those in power, who clafm that
they are acting reasonably and in
the best practical interests of the
institution. Next we reach the
point where the students begin to
perceive that moral suasion is not
enoughs even though academic
exposures .may have induced
them to think that it is and should
be enough to see that justice is
done. In a place apart, where the
darker tides of the outside world
do not ebb and flow; that kind of
idealism is easy enough. The issue
then becomes transposed into a
struggle for power, as soon as the
students realize that no one is
going to heed them unless they
carry a stick that is big enough.
Finally the original moral cause
begins to fall into the background,
becoming more of a pretext for the
struggle than a serious matter.
"The end result is chaos and
destruction. .
'u J (cont. on p. 8) , -- , "
confrontation of the issues. I am
sorry to see that the likes of
Richardson House are the only
apparent vocal supporters of
Supply-sid- e economics on
campus. They have increasingly
used political labels and rhetoric
and then warn us against using
them because - "they are a
substitute, for thinking." Well, I
believe, the idea of Supply-sid- e
economics deserves a more
intelligent debate. ' .
Lately many people have been
exclaiming that Reagan's tax cuts
have been for the interest of only
the wealthy. The idea of having the
government help the wealthy over
the poor sounds regressive and
bothers our conscience; why must
the poor not benefit as well we
ask? The historic principle is that
the wealthy are the ones most
likely to invest their tax cuts rather
than spend them. This is part of
Supply-sid- e economics. In order
for there to benew industries
created and old ones renovated
(i.e. a possibility of new jobs) there
has to be an increase in investment
in the long run. This is economics
plain and simple, whether it's a
Communist or Capitalist country
it's the same. More jobs cannot be
created out of thin air, the money
to create those jobs has to come
: from either the private sector or
the public sector. At this point in
time, with our national debt rising
almost out of control, this nation
cannot afford a public sector input
along the lines of what President
Roosevelt did in the 1930s. The
only other alternative is the private
sector; thus tax cuts to the
wealthy in the private sector are
most likely to add investment
dollars into the . economy the '
fastest-
-
.
'
The Reagan administration is-defmit- ely
not handling the budget
cuts and the "New Federalism" in
a smooth and well planned, out
manner, but let's put the blame
there and not on Supply-sid- e
economics. ;
Dan Kinley
.
Box C-19- 76
outset, it should be clear that I am
not addressing a political opinion,
nor attacking a particular side. I
believe that in contemporary
American politics, pro-- and con-ar- e
merely two sides of the wrong
issue.
I would like to address your
method of approaching politics, as
manifested in your most recent
gesture of supporting Mr.
Regan's "Put up..." crack. First off,:
.
Mr. Seidel, you stated in your
letter that: "Ronald Reagan did --
challenge (spelling corrected, free
of charge) his opponents to put up
' tr shut I in The Precision irnc nnl
trvina to elicit hefofiil s.iocKMetioric
from his adversaries, he was not 3
trying to stifle his opponents." Not
winy yuui. yiolIUIMI DK.UTreci .(comma splices have been banned
since Freshman Studies), but you '
have committed a glaring NON-- ,
SEQUITOR. Secondly, whv
anyone would want . to defend
such an inhumane, insensitive and
obscenely brusque pronouncement--
defines common sense..
: V '? Z .(cant on p. 4)
Associate Editor Condemns
I am sicfc of hearing meaningless bullshit from both the radical left and
the steadfast Reagan-followin- g right For many quarters now we have
read letters? editorials, and "news" stories written by students who
believe so strongly in their views that they will go to all measures to
persuade the masses that this view is right. I do nor criticize these writers
for their biases, I do however object to these students using unethical
measures in their persuasion attempts; sometimes I wonder if these are
only attempts to gain self glory. I have witnessed unfair measures used by
my friends (some are only acquaintances) in the Republican Club as well
as fellow members of the Voice editorial staff, who I have grown dose to
and whose opinions I highly respect. Democracy, 1 am confident, is the
citizens. Yet, when the Democratic system is undermined by people who
are so aggressive and full of emotional rhetoric that they cannot see their
own obvious faults, we have a problem. . ' " v.
Certain members of "The Republican Club" have taken the liberty of
cWiinn thotr nrru m'c nan-1- 0 rn unrietu f editorials. rrJumrs. letters, andmjj & JJ Wlf. W BHMB n. - - J " ' J F
alas a recent piece of enlightening propaganda in the Potpourri. I find it
interesting that all the members of the Republican Club . support
every thing (so it appears) that is submitted under their group's name.
Does this group consist only of clones of Timothy Sperice or .David
.Inhnson? Where are the others, and whv don't thev sneak ud when their
group's title is signed to an idea that they don't fullheartedly agree with?
Let us not leave out the radicals. It is true that many of their ideological
values are often so airy that they have no substance and no one takes
them seriously. If there exists such a need to convert the entire student
body to your ideology, then do it and stop talking about it so much.
Readers of the Voice are now starting to not only avoid articles written by
"The Republican Club" or "Richardson House," but also are skipping
over what they feel are blown-u- p accounts of "news."
I am happy that people are expressing their opinions the expression
of these views is important for the Droner funcrionina of a democracv.. - j -Yet, when healthy opinions are lost in a muddle of antagonism by both
the left and right, no one profits at all The informative articles that do not
stab at Wooster students, but, rather, logically attack certain points of
view, seem to be long gone. Readers are crying for clear, persuasive
iniormation; yet, iruormaiton nas rurnea to pure propaganda onmany ot
the editorial pages of the Voice. -- - . - -.- . ;
Winter quarter is coming to a close and spring will perhaps bring
changes in the Voice as a result of some editorial staff chances. I hooe we
will also see changes in the way all contributors express their opinions.
.
Perhaps the teeth gritting and growling might be replaced by some
meaningful logic, and both sides of the "contest" will realize that the
game only ended in a tie. V -- ,:Z-.'-':
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THE WEEK
by Sue'Allen and Dan McKenty
- . INTERNATIONAL
Washington A Sahadoran rebel leader asked for help from the
United States in arranging peace talks recently. Guillermo Ungo, leader
of the Democratic Revolutionary Front, said on NBC-T- V that he will not
participate in the March 28 elections because he is on an army "hit list."
In Salvador, leftists wounded retired army Major Roberto
D'Abruisson, who is a far-rig- ht party leader.
Jordan Jordan will ask the U.S. for advanced weapons "in the near
future," said King Hussein in an ABC television interview. Hussein said
the request was delayed after Israel protested Defense Secretary
Weinberger's arms offer two weeks ago.
Warsaw Poland's military rulers eased internal travel restrictions on
the evening Polish leader Jaruzelski departed for Moscow. But an official
news agency says martial law curfews, censorships and a ban on travel
abroad will continue.
Rome Pope John Paul II recently joined El Salvadoran bishops in.
condemning the "great powers" for getting involved in the Sahadoran
civil war. The Pope also endorsed the upcoming elections in El Salvador.
Warsaw Polish General Jaruzelski pledged recently that Poland
won't be Socialism's "weak link." After Jaruzelski visited Moscow for the
first time since the martial law crackdown in December, Brezhnev said
his nation approved of martial law and would continue helping Poland.
NATIONAL NEWS
Washington President Reagan ruled out changes in the tax cut law
that were proposed by Senate Finance panel Chairman Robert Dole.
The President told economists and small-busines- s executives he will
stick to his economic plans.
Washington The Supreme Court agreed to decide whether generic
drugs can be sold without Food and Drug Administration approval. The
FDA had already approved a "name-bran- d drug that" a generic one
copied. The Justices will review a lower court's ruling that said federal
law required approval only of a drug's active ingredients.
Washington The Pentagon sought authority to transfer and sell $2
billion of munitions and "general supplies" to South Korea in case a war
with North Korea occurred or became "imminent."
Washington The Reagan Administration has abandoned the issue of
natural gas decontrol until after the fall elections. An official
announcement on the issue is expected shortly. The President has faced
sharp congressional criticism over the action that would raise gas
producer's revenue by tens of billions of dollars annually.'
Washington Failure to register for the draft would become a
misdemeanor with a maximum $200 fine under a bill introduced by Rep.
Les Aspin (D., Wis.). The grace period for signing up ended Sunday with
thousands of young men currently facing a $10,000 fine and a five year
prison sentence.
Seidel Restricted by Myopic Vision
(cont. from p. 3)
Thirdly, to publish and
thereby flaunt this erroneous
logic illustrates quite economically
my fear of "patriotism." For your
courage, I praise you; for your
intellectual myopia, I pity you.
But I also wish to express some
thanks to you, Mr. Seidel, for
through your gesture I caught a
glimpse of a much larger, and to
me,
.
infinitely more staggering
concern: history.. Yours was a
gesture which capsulized, for me.
an essence of the decidedly
irrational course of much of
history especially here in
America.
As a nation, we have witnessed
and still perpetuate some
incredibly disgusting digressions
from logic
- and humanitarian
. concerns: punctuated by
gratuitous violence, ours is a
history with a shocking disregard
for the dignity and integrity of
variety in race, culture and
political opinion. Presently, this
country is allowing one individual
to attempt to mend social.
Reader Bids Voice
A Heartfelt Farewell
Dear Editor,
This issue marks the end of an
era that I hate to see pass. You've
colored our front page, stirred us
up, and handled numerous
controversies with a style and wit
that will be difficult to match. It's
been quite a year and you deserve
a rest! Thank you for your daring
and dedication may your
successor take them to heart and
continue the superb tradition of
the Voice. '
" Sincerely,
Julie Klein.
IN NEWS
economic and technological
problems of a complexity and
intensity heretofore unexperi-
enced on this planet with a value
system whose roots date back to
the Bronze Age, and whose ideas
pre-dat- e the Stone Age.
And in this land of plenty, as the
"cost of survival" soars, our priori-
ties have been redirected down
into the cavern of national in-
security, brazenly dubbed
"defense."
The "nurturing power" of our
resources has taken a back seat to
the "killing power" of our
Campus Ignores Financial Aid Rules
Washington, D.C. (CPS) As
many as 45 percent of the nation's '
colleges may not be pushing
students who get financial aid to
meet minimum grade ' point
standards.
The Government Accounting
Office (GAO) surveyed 20
campuses, and found nine of them
regularly kept handing out
monetary aid to some students
who failed to meet minimum
academic requirements for getting
the aid.
The GAO report estimated the
schools involved distributed over
$1.2 million to students who made
unsatisfactory academic progress
last year.
The GAO's Frank Fulton
volunteers, - "Here's a student
.
who's kept up a grade point
average of 2.29, which is
acceptable, but he's dropped over
half the classes he took." The
student received some $5400 in aid
over four semesters anyway. .
Among the 5800 studentlhran-script- s
it examined, . the " GAO
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Library Book Thefts Leave I.S. Student in Quandary
To the Editor:
I would like to send a message to
the . person who stole from
Andrews Library-virtuall- y all of-i- ts
materials on Ellen Glasgow. I
would likeyou tcrknow how your
actions have affected one of the
students in my Junior LS. class
this quarter, a student who is
deeply interested in Glasgow and
wanted very much to write a
research paper about her. This
student has wasted many hours
searching for the material you
stole; her research has been
delayed and curtailed; she has had
to adjust her topic so that she can
take full advantage of the few
materials remaining in our library;
she has had to borrow a car and go
to considerable trouble and
technology. . ' s
It seems as though we are
living in an age which has taken
a more drastic turn toward the
irrational than ever' before. It is the
thinking of people like you who are
allowing this to take' place so
swiftly by accepting what you
seehearread uncritically, while
the mirage of our flag flutters
before your teary and dazed eyes.
I am getting choked up just
anticipating your response.
Signed,
.
"
- J. Duncan Berry
Box 1162
found some students with grade
point averages as low as .11 still
getting aid.
Such cases were found on all
kinds of campuses. "Community
colleges" were no more guilty of
mismanagement than four-yea- r
universities," Fulton says.
Fulton complains that different
federal aid programs have
different academic, standards, and
that the various colleges that
administer the aid programs don't
have consistent minimum require-
ments," either.
He says the American Council --
on Education intends to 'create a
uniform set -- of grade standards,
and that the U.S. Department of
Education, which has ultimate
responsibility for federal "student
aid programs, may adopt those
standards as its own regulations.
Colleges could ultimately be
forced to repay the mismanaged
- aid money, he points out. But "we
weren't trying to find out about
any particular schools. We were
looking for, nationwide patterns
problems with the program."
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. expense so that she could travel to
other libraries. In general, she has,
for the last .several weeks,
experienced truly painful
frustration and disappointment,
- and shewill not be able to write the
paper she originally wanted to
.write. ' In addition, your actions
' have meant that several. library
employees . have spent many
tedious hours in determined but
futile searches for material that
"could not be found.
You may think the library's
regulations inconvenient; you may
think yourself very clever for
having found a way to thwart its
security precautions; you may
rationalize that the tuition you pay
entitles you to take any materials
you like in any way that, you like. I
hope you will spend at least a few
minutes thinking about how your
actions' ' have affected other
people. The library's policy ' on
borrowing materials is liberal and
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flexible; was there no way thai you
could have obtained the materials
you needed without violating these
policies? Does the advantage
whatever it may be that you
gamed by stealing these materials
- outweigh the trouble you have
. caused for others? Did-you-hav- e
any . right to take materials
. intended for common use?
" Although it's too late to help this
particular student, I hope you will
still return the materials you stole
so that the library does not have to
go to the expense of replacing
them which means, ultimately,
that your felloW students will have
to pay for them. The next time you --
complain about a tuition increase,
stop to think about what ,your-actio- ns
have cost the College and
its students, in time and frustration
as well as in money. -
Sincerely,
Bonnie --K. Stevens
'
' ' English Department
liberals Challenged to Take
Nuclear War Responsibility
Guest Editorial ...... .. by David Ward
Who is going to take responsibility for nuclear holocaust when it
happens? This is not a purely academic or rhetorical question, after all; '
there will be some survivors, somewhere, and they will have the intense r
need to place the blame on someone. Some leader, political party or
nation must be crucified for what will undoubtedly be THE crime against .
humanity, an atrocity unparalleOed in human history. --"'
Is it possible that the survivors themselves may be responsible? Could
it be that they were accomplices to the greatest conspiracy 'ever; a
conspiracy to take from the world everything good? Could ordinary
people consciously advocate such devastation and human despair? :
They can. In our fear of the Soviets, in our apathy that nothing can be '.
done, in our very silence, we scream tacit consent for national policies
and modes of thinking that not only propose world destruction but
advocate its inception. Indeed, uch a proposal has already been
implemented. It is called the arms race. It is called mutually assured
destruction. It'is called 'limited nuclear war. It is a very real and very
dangerous reality to which Americans appear numb. In our numbness
we accept and submit ourselves to, and actually pay for, a proposition
that justifies, in its unimaginable magnitude, the second and final fall of
man and woman. .
There are some who say that such ah event can never happen.
President Reagan and Secretary of State Haig say that it can, if it is in
Europe'. Copgress says it can as it cuts social and human services and
dramatically increases, defense, or if --you will offense, spending.
Millions of world citizens say it can, and they are marching in protest in .
Rome, West Germany, Tokyo, England, Paris, and Amsterdam. Civil
Defense programs are being revitalized because they are preparing for
such an event. And history shows us that there has never been a
weapons system created that has not been used. Who says that nuclear
war can never happen? People blinded by ignorance, foolishness and ..
fear. Perhaps this exemplifies the American people; they are the ones
giving the tacit consent to the present Administration-policies- .
-- Perhaps, a general wake-u- p call issued around the country would ,
realize some positive consciousness-raising- . However, there, is still an .
obstacle to any success. This can be evidenced in a recent discussion ;
between myself and a member of the renowned Richardson House. In a
very open and honest dialogue this man and I came to the Basic
.agreement that nuclear war is unthinkable and impossibkvand that it is
abhorred by all. Yet, in answer to the question "What can we do about
MT" he failed to consider alternatives to the present course of build-up- ,
. (cont. onp. 6)- - --
. ...... "''.- -
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by LI'A. Blum ;
"Custom decrees an obituary," ,
wrote - some newspaper, editor
many years ago. The 35thvoIume
of the Wooster Voice is concluded
with this, the 24th number." One
tradition started in this April 21,
1926 issue of the Voice that the
term of editor would run "spring
vacation to spring vacation. "
and one tradition continued: that
of not yielding the- - editorship
without a final farewell. .
In 1926, the retiring administra-- '
tion devoted half a page to The
; Voice Platform for Wooster," with
the following points:"
1) Student Thinking
2) Both Sides of a Question ' . . -
3) Curriculum Revision
4) "Aesthetic Sensitiveness"
the Fine" Arts " . - '.
- 5) A Good Small College
"So don't make dates, boys. Of course we all
like to do it, but you owe it to your college to
'get with the bunch..and the girls will respect
you more forgoing that..." ' ' '
Voice; September, 1907- -
(That last being just a bit operr-ehded)...- !n
conjunction with the
"stated platform, the editors ran a
list of assets and liabilities of The
Cause of the Voiced 1925-1926- ."
A few assets: The Institutionof
Saturday morning and afternoon
classes" (perhaps in 1926 that was
"an asset...) and, under Curriculum
Revision, - the note: "A little-agitatio- n
started." The Student
Thinking category included:
-- Growing aversion to 'spoon-fe- d'
. methods" and The Left Wing,"
with no elaboration. Think of it
in 4hose days that was an asset.
Under liabilities: --"Literary no ,
stimulus given to own efforts. No
advanced composition course.
Absence of Literary Magazine."
Under: Student-Facult- y Relation-
ships was the comment: "Faculty
advisors now mean little." -- Yet
another liability: "Library closed
Saturday afternoon and evening."
' Eager, optimistic editorials of
eager, optimistic new editors (the
same ones they carry out 12
months later) are , a ; Voice
tradition, too. Ninety, years ago,
the - new administration was
writing: "As you unfold this paper
" you will naturally, wish to see what
the new editors have to say in the
way of the prospectives for the
'
- coming year." They declined to be
specific, however, commenting
only that "The Religious
Department will be given the
importance it deserves in a
, Christian college- -
The Sept. 17,-189- 2 issue also
included a note on a previous
Voice editor, "whose classic form
graced the Voice office during the
years "90-"91- "- and- - who "was in
.
town a few days recently to see
the Kfllbuck's " waters gently
- flowing.".You know those waters
always drawing people back to
' Wooster..- - ' -
As an aside,' they were revising
.
the curriculum back fherW too
sophomore mathematics reduced
from three' times--a week for two
'terms to twice a week. Sophomore
Greek, however, wasupped to
: four " hours instead of three.We
1 won't even go" into Junior Physics.'
..The Voice was a bit different
r. then.the front page centered on
Bible Study with Miss Abbie Lyon
(sounds like the-"Dail- y Record
today) - and the . back pases
advertised cures for consumption
The 1899 editors began their
tenure with a lengthy sketchef the
life of the college president, Louis.
E. Holden, who seemed to get a lot
of breaks from wealthy patrons
who were invariably "warm-an- d.
.enthusiastic friends of any boy
who had enough ambition to make
a struggle." Why one would make
a struggle when it didn't exist in the
first place is beyond me. When
' Louis went back to them to pay off .
his student loans, incidentally, he.
was Wormed, with tear-evokin- g
benevolence!
.
"Invest that in
another boy, and tell him where.1
the money came from,' that it is
God's money and that he must
pass ifen when he is through." .
Someone should tell Ronald
Reagan, r v - . . .
The new. editors of the 1905
Voice commented that ''it has
been a long time since anything
has 'happened' at Wooster, and
something is about due." One isn't
quite sure what they had in mind,
but who could disagree?
By the end of their tenure, June
14, 1906, they had concluded:
The college year of 1905-J90- 6 is"
; now a matter of history, and as the
months and years go by, its-glori- es
will become dimmer and dimmer,
until but little is known of the
year's record save by . those
curious souls who will turn over
the musty leaves of the Voice or
the Index and sigh for the good old
days of .1906 A Let's hear
-- it...Whatever they were hoping for
hadn't happened by Junc-Mayb- e
we should be sighing.
September of 1907 featured a
drastic change in form: Page one
. focused on a --detailed description
of the week's Bible Study ("As
soon as the last tone of . the
beautiful 'Largo' died away,
President Holden asked the large
audience to rise and join in singing
the' doxofogy"), followed by a
delineation of the stands of each
social'club, followed by a spirited
sports section, with one article on
the season's first football game
beginning "Get busy!- - Yell!
Whoop!" (Careful with that
distinction) and cautioning that
male students refrain from sitting
with female instead they were
expected to join their comrades in
the cheering squad: "So don't
make dates, boys. Ofcourse we all
like to do it," but you owe it to your
"The cause of these and other insensitivities
seems simply to be that the world is moving a
lot faster than Wooster....The anger in this
country is beyond the help of rhetoric." '
loice, March, 1970
college to 'get with the bunch' and
help in systematic rooting and the
girls will respect you more for .
doing that; than if you play, the
'rnolly-coddl- e and, sit up in the
bleachers -- among" the girls."
Comment reserved. -- -'
i Page six features, , at last, the
editorials,
.
in which -- the
enthusiastic . new editors - gush:
'
"Again, ,to all of you The Voice i
wishes to extend its hand not in
.society touch,' but in one of those
genuine, old time hand clasps that
:
' means the owner of the hand has -
.
strength and energy and heart'
enough to lend that hand in time of
need. More than that, what can we
" say?" God, I don't know. The
body, maybe?,- - ; -
.-
--
These innovative editors started
off their farewell editorial of June
; 17, 1908 with "Vive La 1907-1908- !"
, and ended it with To all who love
: Alma Mater as we do, we say'Auf
Wiederseheh.V" The in-betwe-en is
'much the same.
1917 saw a front page article
explaining that "the war shortage
of men available .to get out the :
weekly issue of the. Voice-- has
' thrown more than the usual share .
of work on the editor and made it :
necessary to add to the staff some .
new names." Fortunately,
.however, they had not yet been
driven to using women.
While 1917 papers started out
.
with coverage of football games,
.
despite the American flags gracing --
either side of the masthead, the
' headlines slowly became more
relevant. On April 25, 1918, the
message was simple: "Arthur
Murray Heeds,. he Call of His --
Country; Editor --of Voice Leaves
for Camp, April 30th-.-" ,--. .
V Asides are hard to resist. While .
1932 had no great final editorials,
the April 14. issue included the
intriguing - comment:' "Remark-
able isn't it, that our new national
anthem, the --'Star- -SpanglecU
Banner' is sung to the tune of an
old English drinking song?"
On March 7, 1938, we had a
picture of the "NEW .EDITOR"
r featured oh the front page,-sittin- g
collegiately on the steps of
Kenarden, hands clasped before
hirn on a buttoned tweed coat,
teeth bared for the camera, and an
editorial entitled, with wholesome
,
originality, "Parting is Such Sweet
Sorrow," smarting out "With the
coming in of spring it's -- an bid
. senior custom to shake the cares
of office and enjoy . unassailed
repose." (We can't wait)
.
Incidentally, seniors, the first
editorial of 1948 coincided with the
introduction of "a new chapter in
(Wooster s) educational history"
IS. That editor liked the idea,
exclaiming that nowThe Student
MUST think for himself!",,
(emphasis most certainly-his- ) and
concluding with the speculation ;
that the skills gleaned from the
completion of an independent --
study project would be ..valuable .
"long after Wooster is left behind
and the Rock is slowly weathering
away in front of the Chapel."
God - now isn't it all worthwhile?
The March 18, 1966 closing
editorial began: Tonight's Voice .
marks the end of the road for the
current- - crew of editors, most of
whom .. will .hang up their
typewriters and go their respective
ways, leaving behind a wealth --of
memories and experience, (filed
under W) and concluded: "It has
been our constant goal this past
; year to give you, the reader, all the
facts at our command. If in our .
, eagerness to relay this information
we sometimes stepped on a few
; toes or opened doors to hitherto
unexplored caves on this campus,
we nave tew regrets. That s what a
newspaper is all about," : -- '
March 6, 1970: To write a final
editorial is to lo6k for some
cohesion between the times I've
tt
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It has been our constant goal this past year to
ive you,the reader, all the facts at our
command. If in our eagerness to relay thi
information we sometimes stepped on a few
toes:.., we have lew ; regrets; what a
newspaper is all aboutl" ,,'r-'-yf v.. -- ;-
felt; -- like a nickel, rocket
'revolutionary
. and the , hours
; talking with' administrators,
'
agreeing withthem."That editorial
'included , comments on racism,
faculty-stude- nt relationships' ("A
student who has never had--a
professor for a- - friend doesn't
know much about education") and '
campus creativity ("The Physical
Education Department gets
immeasurably more money than
the Art and Music Departments,
with a justification that art shows
don't bring in the gate rece'f s of
football games'!, concluding: -
The cause of these and other
msensitrvities seems simply to be
that the world is moving a lot faster
.than Wooster.:.! - learned at- - a
College Editor's Conference last
weekend that the anger in this
country is beyond the help of
rhetoric."- - Comment
.
on thafis
unnecessary - v - , " ;
IN RE COLUMBIA - -
Amid class' strikes and co-e-d riots students af Columbia University are --
protesting the expulsion of --Reed "Harris, senior and editor of the
Columbia' Spectator. Harris, in attacking .college athletics made
statements the administration claims he cannot substantiate. Rival
factions, headed by the Social P. iblems Club demanding reinstatement
of Harris and the athletes supp. rting the administration, have resorted
1 to mob tactics. Studious pursuits at Columbia are in general abeyance.
Without enough evidence to declare openly in favor of Harris, the
Voice can nevertheless expiess admiration for the college editor who
conducts independent investigations and achieves results of any kind.
Concerning the uproar on the Columbia campus, the Voice might
deliver a considered judgment on the sillfhess of-stude- nt insurrections
and the need" for a broader interest than campus politics. It will content
itself, however, with an expression of amazement that a whole college,
can discard personal interests long enough to join in a common cause,
worthy or otherwise. The Columbia furore Ts at once a lesson of
discretion and an exhilarating spectacle to every editor who knows the
futility of trying to arouse campus""pinion. .. "." -
-
v
-- Voice, April 14,' 1932
This icy effigy, courtesy-o- f Dave Burke, guards Kauke until
warmer weather melts him into ; oblivion. Photo by 'Sarah
? ' ' ; 1 '
.
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A panel of Vietnam Veterans led an informal Pit Stop last Tuesday night to discuss their experiences
in Vietnam and the impact the war had on the American people. Photo by Sue Mertz.
Wooster AI Receives SGA Funds
by Jerry Thompson
After last week's announce-
ment that the SGA was now able
to fund Wooster Amnesty Inter-
national, the Voice believed that
members of the College
community would be interested in
knowing the circumstances
surrounding the decision. The ,
following is a brief description of
the initial conflict and the way in
which it was resolved.
According to Monica Bowin,
.
Financial Affairs Committee
Chairperson, Wooster Amnesty
International initially presented
themselves as an affiliate of
Amnesty International . (AI), the
international organization
concerned with the violation of
human rights around the world.
The group requested funds for a
film, pulbicity, stamps, stationary
and envelopes. A representative
distributed brochures to members
of FAC from the international AI,
which explained the basic purpose
of the organization and its
activities. On the basis of the
brochures and the fund request
alone, FAC did not believe they
could fund Amnesty International
because it was a political
organization.
"We don't go by a particular
definition of political,'' said Bowin.
"We go by individual groups and
by the guidelines we must follow in
funding them." Bowin stated that
Amnesty International's request
as it was initially presented was in
violation of FAC guidelines.
Specifically, FAC cannot fund any
organization which "carries on
propaganda, attempts to influence
legislation, or is involved in
supporting a political campaign."
FAC had understood that at the
showing of a film for which AI had
requested funds, there would be a
table set up providing people with
cards to write to the appropriate
legislators. The FAC believed the
film itself might --be propagandists,
and that writing cards would
influence legislation. Also, within
the distributed brochures,
promoted AI activities included
vigils at consulates and letter-writin- g,
both of which were inter-
preted as a violation of FAC
guidelines.
FAC interpreted AI as differing
from Women's Week, Africa
Week, and Black Awareness
Week, all of which had been
funded, because they were
basically perceived as educational.
Li
;v
While the film which AI had
requested mighr have been
educational, FAC believed it could
not fund the group because of the
letter-writin- g that accompanied it,
and, thus, denied AI's request.
After initial funding had been
completed, FAC had money
remaining, and began taking fund
proposals again. This time AI went
to the Dean's Office, and it was
suggested to the organization that
it rewrite its proposal, include a list
of specific objectives, and request
funds a second time. Regarding
AI's second proposal, Bowin said
that "the focus in the statement of
purpose shifted" so that FAC was
able to fund the group.
Wooster Amnesty Internation-
al, as they now referred to
themselves, included in its
statement of purpose the "wish to
educate ourselves and our
community about' the contem-
porary issues ofhuman dignity and
conscience," making it compar-
able to Women's Week, Africa
Week and Black Awareness
Week. Furthermore, Wooster AI
rhore clearly defined its relation-
ship with the international AI,
stating that "the affiliation between
Wooster AI and Amnesty
International will provide - the .,
former with a reliable source of
Amnesty International Documents El
by Joe Stuligross
Debate continues to rage in
Washington concerning the
improvements made by the junta
in El Salvador. Many members of
Congress deny that the El
Salvador regime has made
progress in regard to human
rights, but President Reagan
recently concluded that the
government had succeeded in .
exerting control over its security
forces, and that repression of
political criminals had practically
ceased. But the United Nations
reported that 9,250 political
murders were committed in the
first ix months of 1981, more than
in all of 1980. And Amnesty Inter-
national, a Nobel Prize winning
organization that monitors human
rights violations throughout the
world, believes that "the majority
of violations were inflicted by all
branches of the security forces on
people not involved in guerrilla
activities." In fact, the govern-
ment's counter-insurgenc- y policy
seems to
.
presume "that all
current books, news releases and
films about human rights
conditions- - around the world.
Wooster AI will not directly
support any other entity including
Amnesty International, with
monies obtained from the SGA."
The organization also avoided the
problem of influencing legislation
by expressing as its "operational
objective to contact those persons
outside of the "U.S. who are in
violation of already' existing
human rights codes." Wooster AI
provided FAC with a sample letter
of contact which asked for infor-
mation concerning individuals
whose human rights are being
violated, but did not ask for action.
FAC wasytherefore able to fund
the organization because it was no
longer in violation of the
guidelines.
The funding which Wooster AI
received was minimal, however,
because Wooster AI had received
from Westminster House and a
Zeitgeist benefit, funds in excess of
what AI had requested from the
FAC. As Bowin stated, the ability
to fund the organization was the
important aspect, for "now. the
precedent is set," and Wooster AI
will have less problem getting
funds in the future.
civilians are supporters or poten-
tial supporters of the armed
opposition."
In its 1981 report, Amnesty
International documented several
particularly severe and clearcut
cases of government infringement
of human rights:
Amnesty International has a
photographic record of two
arrests on 3 October 1980. '
Two, iiniinn mon were
pictured being arrested by
the National Guard who
were then shown binding
and tying the young
suspects before turning
them over to men in plain
clothes. Five days later then-corpse- s
were found
showing clear marks of
torture...
Young people seemed particularly
susceptible to violations
committed by security forces. On
November 1, 1980, members of
the army on a house-to-hous- e
search imprisoned 62 Salvador--'
ans, aged between 14 and 22: "
All were taken away in an
Liberals ChMenged to Take
Nuclear War Responsibility
(cont. from p. A)
superiority, parity and deterrence, if the latter two actually exist. He, like
the current conservative mode of thinking, preferred not to consider
alternatives but to rely on past means of operation and conflict
resolution. The same "experience occurred between Congressman
Ralph Regula and a group from Westminster Presbyterian Church last
spring. Mr. Regula said "I wish there was a way we could get rid of all
these terrible weapons, I'd do it right now." His concern seemed genuine,
but he then retreated into archaic, tried and sentimental rhetoric that
"proved" there were no alternatives. He claimed that we had tried, but
we couldn't trust the Soviets, so what could we do but escalate?
Such a mode .of thinking is dangerous and will ultimately be
responsible for nuclear holocaust. If we refuse to consider the potential
.
that alternatives naturally offer, we will maintain an arms raqe that moves
us ever closer to the brink. This reluctance to appropriate alternatives
effectively voids the issue and cuts off any possibility of effective and
lasting conflict resolution. We may have eliminated the discussion but
the problem still exists. .
.
.
-
However, there is still a party to which this critique is offered. Those
who call themselves liberals carry'as great a guilt for the current dilemma
as, the conservatives, -- if not more. At least the conservatives are
responding, even if their response is unproductive and dangerous. The
"lethargic liberals," a term used recently in this paper, is not only an
accurate label, but a disturbing reality. If people are to consider,
alternatives, from where are they to come if the liberals refuse to
participate in an issue of such immediate urgency? There is now a small
voice calling for disarmament, reduction of arms, for a bilateral freeze,
but this voice must thunder its rage in order for it to be heard and acted
upon. Where is that voice? . -- '
Fortunately, there are alternatives. The Bilateral Nuclear Weapons
Freeze is a viable and possible one. It is meeting with overwhelming
support across the country. Thus, some may renounce their compliancy
with this crirne against humanity nuclear holocaust. Others may
actually promote it, not in word but in deed, and do not actions.speak
louder than words? How are we to perceive the present Administration?
Do we" hear their calls for peace or do we feel their budget cuts and see
their obese defenseoffense budget? But, what of those who have
neglected to respond at all? They will be the worst offenders for they
have denied the reality which challenges them with alternatives. In their
complacency, naive and ignorant as it may be, they will be responsible for
' the holocaust, for they have refused to participate in the basic human
question. It is merely a question of life or death?
.
Will you take responsibility? If not and excuses be the leaning posts of
fools, what, then, is your excuse?
Deans Announce
The Dean of Students' Office
announced March 5, plans for
housing changes for the 1982-8- 3
school year. These changes are as
follows:
1. Andrews Hall will be
converted to an upperclass
coed building available .
Salvador Tortures
armoured lorry. Two days
later 15 of their bodies were
found in Ilppango. On the --
same day the bodies of the
others were found...AIl
showed signs of torture.
In February, 1981, 20 academics
were arrested including the Deans
of six universities. Although they
were eventually released,
many testified that they had
been physically and psychol-
ogically tortured while
in custody. A youna
teacher, Rafael Carias
Flores, displayed large areas
of burnt flesh on his arms,
legs, body and face, where
he said interrogators had '
thrown sulphuric acid.. .His
two-year-ol- d son , was
arrested at the same time
and has not-bee- n located. .
In conclusion, Amnesty --
International's report cited
testimony of. a former military
doctor in the Sahadoran Army
who stated that the high command
1 (cont. on p. 16)
Housing Changes
through the general campus
room draw. --
v 2. Miller Manor will be avail-
able to upperclass women '
- through the general campus
room draw.
3. Wagner Hall will remain a
coed program building with
the emphasis on special
' consideration for study.
Students selecting Wagner
will choose to live in a
building with pre-establish- ed
quiet hours.
4. Stevenson Hall will
remain a coed building but
will house freshmen only.
RickSwegan, Associate Dean of
." Students, commented: "We have
been concerned for some time
about the quality of life for our
upperclass students. We believe
that by making Andrews coed and
Miller Manor available to upper-clas- s
women, we have created
" more desirable housing options for
them. We also believe giving the
Wagner program a special
emphasis on quiet meets a distinct
need on our campus.".
According" toJSwegan, .the
changes are consistent with the
College's policy of keeping - a
variety, of. options open to stu-
dents; coed and ". .single-se- x
residence halls and small houses.
American .
Cancer Society
Students Growing
More Materialistic :
Los Angeles, CA (CPS) New
college, students are getting even
more materialistic in their life goals
and conservative in their politics,
according to the annual UCLA-America- n
Council on Education
survey of freshmen.
The study, which in covering
. more than 200,000 students is one
of the largest ofits kind, is just the
latest in a series of contradictory
surveys ; of student political
attitudes.
Even the UCLA survey found
. that fewer college freshmen than
last year ranked "being well-of- f
financially" as a very important
goal. But 67 percent of the 204,000
freshmen who responded said
they enrolled at college "to make
more money,' compared to 63.4
percent of last year's freshmen.
For the first time since the
surveys began in 1967, more
freshmen (19.6 percent) call
themselves "conservative" than
call themselves "liberal" (10.2
percent). - . '
But as in previous years, the
overwhelming - majority (59.6
percent) calls itself "middle of the
road."
A spring, 1981 Rutgers study of
205 campuses concluded "that
"students are as politically active
todav as. ever."
And an October, 1981 survey of
. college editors by Collegiate
- Hedlines,' a trade letter for the
student press, found that at least
the perception among the
journalists who cover campuses is
v that student apathy has lessened.
But other recent students at
Stanford and the universities of
Massachusetts and Florida tend to
support the UCLA study's portrait
of ever-mor- e materialistic,
conservative freshmen.
The University of California- -
Berkeley, however, found in a
survey of the students who
graduated from there in the sixties
that their students retain an
affinity for leftist - politics,
according to Pacific News Service.
Travels to Kenya '
Provoke Reflections
by Dianna Trpyer
"So how. was Kenya," friends
ask me.--:
"Great!"
"What did you bring back?"
"Sea urchin needles jn my toes,
a streptococcus bacteria,
soapstone carvings, batiks,
photos and memories." -
"Is it hard to adjust?"
.
"Yes." '
Feel like you just came in on the
middle of a conversation? I'll
explain. From Jan. 15-Fe- b. 15 I
lived in Kenya, in cities, towns and
bush country villages. No, it was
no Wooster program. I traveled
2700 kilometers with 20 people
who were interested in learning of
the missions work of Berean
Gospel Fellowship. As a senior, it
was the most educational
experience I've had.
It's hard to be comfortable while
visiting the C.O.W. country club
and doing business in Wooster
once again. Why? The seasonal
change from Kenyan summer to
Wooster winter, the jet lag from a
17-ho- ur plane ride caused some
discomfort, but the reason goes
deeper than that. Subconsciously,
my brain waves are still tuned to a--Ken- yan
frequency.
The Kenyan frequency brings in
great expectations , thatv are
unfulfilled here.
.
,
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spoke earlier this week to an audience of Wooster students, professors and townspeople on "The
Arms Race and the Human Race." Photo by Sue Mertz.
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Coffin Explodes Myths of
by L. A. Blum
"War has always been tragic,
but now it's preposterous,"
William Sloane Coffin told an
enthusiastic audience earlier this
week. It is no longer a matter of
defense, but of offense, he said. It
is not a matter of whether the
United States or the Soviet Union
is stronger. "In reality, both...are
weak -- to -- a point of helplessness
before the onslaught" of nuclear
.
war. .'"
Coffin, peace activist and
minister of New York's Riverside
Church, spoke on "The Arms
Race and the Human Race"
Tuesday night in McGaw Chapel.
It is essential that every
American consider three points in
regard to the arms race, Coffin
said. Is the United States in pursuit
of national security or military
superiority? he asked. "If it is
military superiority, is it at the cost
of national security?"
The nature of weapons has
altered . everything, he empha-
sized. "We're going to turn over
the decision-makin- g to the
computers.? Coffin presented the
following scenario: fifteen geese
flying over Wooster are picked up
by radar. The radar is misread by
the computer. U.S. missiles, are
sent rocketing toward the Soviet
Union. Soviet radar picks up the
missiles and responds in kind.
"Fifteen, 20 minutes later," he
J : T1 T A- - nr.r ZZJXT hTs
error.
It is "our pride-swolle- n faces
that have closed up our eyes,
Coffin said. "We're going to be
number one even if it kills us!"
Ronald Reagan's, references to
peace "make common sense
blush," he said, amidst
appreciative laughter from' his
audience. "When Reagan says,
Tet's not delude ourselves,' here
comes the biggest delusion of the
week."
.
The second point Americans
must consider is the argument that
arms production is good for the
economy. That argument, Coffin
scoffed, is analagous with the
argument that if not every hospital
bed in New York is filled, that's not
good "We need a little plague."
The arms race is not good for
..'.
the economy, he said. All it does is
validate what the Marxists have
been arguing all along: that we
capitalists cannot get along
without a war economy. The arms
industry, Coffin said, is capital-- ,
intensive, not labor-intensiv- e. It
. creates jobs not for human beings,
but for sophisticated machines.
Third, he explained, the process
is inflationary. "We are . now '
robbing the poor to- - feed the
military What can you do with a
missile?" he asked. "Vou can't eat
it..., can't sleep with it all you
can do is go home and pray to God
that the government can't find
anything to'do with it.
It is not the Soviet Union which
is responsible for perpetuating the
arms race, Coffin said. We ignore
their every attempt to scale down
arms production. He cited a
recent newscast in which Soviet --
officials spoke of steps taken
toward arms reduction. According
to Coffin, Dan Rather responded:
"Looks like the Soviets are up to
their usual propaganda." Why?
Coffin asked. Why can't we
believe them?
The speaker emphasized that in
no way is he an advocate of
communism, condemning Soviet
treatment of dissidents and of the
striking Polish workers! Nothing
' can be said for the Soviet Union,
Coffin continued, "except that it is
serious about disarmament."
Coffin concluded his speech
'with an analysis of the situation in
El Salvador which brought ringing
applause from his audience. "We
take 27 million dollars, away from
the poorest people in our country ;
to buy helicopters and weapons fo
lull people who are even poorer,
. he said. "Moscow has nothing to
do with it....We say their destiny is
; designed in Moscow only so that .
--. we can redesign it in Washington."
Coffin called upon his audience
"not just to deplore, but to
- condemn." . Popular pressure in
this country can change the
world's course, he urged. "We can
deliver a message to the President
and it's not that hard to do."
We have to stop it, he'said, and if
we stop ft, we "may be able to puB
out of a desperately stupid policy."
We must mail letters, send
telegrams, participate in as many
demonstrations as possible. On
New York's Riverside Church,
Arms Race
June 12; there will be a
demonstration in New York.
Thousands of Europeans will be
corning here, Coffin said, "and
they must be met by hundreds of
thousands of Americans."
Coffin quoted Eisenhower:
" 'People want peace more than
government. And I think they want
it so badly that government had
better get put of their way and let
them have it. But they won't fef us
have it," --he said. "We've got to
wrest it from them."
In closing he commented that
today the churches are the source
of action not the universities.
Academicians too often engage in
what Coffin calls : "intellectual
volleyball." Universities, he said,
"don't feel the monstrosity of
inequality. They are sometimes
incapable of moral indignation....
You can't build a temple , of
learning on opinions you have
to have convictions. ...The
acquisition of knowledge is second
to its use The academic world
has got to find a little more
passion."
President Revises and Enacts New
Sexual Harassment Grievance Procedure
- by Martha Oesch
".Sexual. Harassment is
fundamentally at odds with
Wooster's values and is in
violation of College policy," reads
the College's final draft of the
Sexual Harassment Policy and
: Procedures Statement distributed
in campus mailboxes earlier this
week. The outcome of a process
1 that began three years ago, the
document from the president
outlines procedures which any
- member of the College community
can pursue if a problem of sexual
harassment should arise.
The document furnishes the
"possibility of raising the issue of
sexual harassment in a protective
context in which both . the
individuals involved and -- . the
College as an institution are
provided legal protection,"
according to '. Deborah Hilry,
Secretary of the College. The
issue of sexual harassment has
become an increasingly complex(nr A, raKrral institutions as
court rulings on Title Vfl of the.
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Tanzanian Priesf
Speaks Monday
' V On Monday evening, March 8,
!
: at 8 p.m. in room 1 19 of Lowry, Fr.
' Pantaleo Kitafi, a ; 35-ye- ar old .
Roman Catholic priest from East
Africa will ' speak - about the
- economic and political situation in
his native Tanzania.
--After" being 1 ordained to the
priesthood in 1973, ; Fr;" Kitali
worked m a parish for two years,
then taught for five years in a
junior seminary before coming to
the United States in' August of
1980. He has been studying at
;Walsh' College in- - Canton,
majoring in Business Administra- -
tkm in Management and Finance.
He hopes to complete his studies '
in May of this year: After gradua- -
"rion, Fr, Kitali Will return to East
Africa to work for the diocese of
Tanzania-- C j v - "
: '--: Mark your calendars and plan to
jom. us tor. nis presentation. ..
Private Colleges
Cope With Guts
(CPSf Private colleges W- -
which are supposed to suffer the
worst i effects of the decade's .
enrollment declines and federal ;
budget cuts may be able to cope . ,
with federal cuts much better than
public schools, according to a new ;
. study of financing for independent
campuses. ,
'--
."'
-
Researchers James Henson and
Pamela Tolbert, both of UCLA,
found , that private college and
university administrators are .
typically more efficient in raising
money. Because the private
colleges rely less
.
on federal .
money, the researchers reasoned
that they could survive the loss of
funding better than the public .
'
' colleges. '
Private schools, can hike tuition
and fees with less difficulty than
public colleges,- - and are better
prepared to compensate fortosses
incurred by lower federal funding,
the report asserts,
But in releasing the most recent
study, - UCLA Dean
.
Eugene
Weber observed
, the private
colleges and universities have a
"tradition - in raising private
money" that could bffset some of
the federal cuts. : . ..
"I don't want to give the
impression Ym criticizing," Weber
toki reporters in Los Angeles. "I'm
envious." f '
Civil Rights Act, which rjrohibits
"employment discrimination
based on sex" andTille IX of the
Education Amendment,- - which
prohibits ' sex discrimination in
federally' assisted education,
programs, question whether
sexual harassment is a violation of
laws ihat prohibit discrimination.
Several lower federal court rulings --
.in the last five-year- s have set
precedents in citing sexual
harassment of students., as a
violation of Title DC Other court
decisions indicate' that "the
absence of a formal administrative
university official may in and of
itself violate Title DC," according to
recent findings. . ?
The guidelines established by
the College also grow out of the
need for a public . statement
reaffirming the College's commit-- ,
ment to certain, human values
such as dignity and respect, Hilty
said. The College as an employer
with a special constituency of
. .I 1. J A
-
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Newly appointed Student Activities Board Chairperson Susan
Morns (top photo) and Assistant Chairperson Tara Fetherling(bottom) look forward to a year of improved activities at Wooster.
Photo by' Sue Mertz.
Resurgence of Doors
Classified
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control
Clinic. Lowest Fees. ADC
accepted. 513 West Market St.
Call toll free 1-800-362-- 9150.
WORK WANTED
QUALITY TYPING DONE
$1.50 per page Based on two
day's notice and materials fur-
nished. Extra for graphs and
rush orders. Paula Webb 264-769- 5.
Room For Rent; Full House
Privileges; Washer and Dryer;
Close to College; 264-818- 0. Ask
for Larry.
m w w m
Flair Travel
Consultants
346 E BOWMAN ST.
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus
It's Almost, Time To Go
Home. Or To Florida!
Come In And Make Your
Travel Arrangements.
CALL
264-650- 5
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
' HTA0305
1
Across Campuses
Bowling Green, OH (CPS)
More than a decade after the drug-relate- d
death of Jim Morrison in a
Paris hotel room, the "Lizard
King" of rock music is making a
comeback on college campuses as
the most frequent subject for
popular culture term papers.
That's the assessment of
George Ward, who teaches pop
music at the Center for the Study
of Popular Culture here.
Ward notes the group was the
subject of a bestselling book,
Nobody Gets Out Of Here Alive,
two years ago, but attributes its
current revival to the homage paid
.
to Morrison by New York punk
and New Wave musicians, who
cite Morrison's brooding stage
presence and theatrics as- - an
inspiration for their own work, j
ft
SAB
by-Su-
e Allen
The often heard "there's
nothing to do at Wooster" is a
phrase that Susan Morris, the
newly appointed chairperson of
the Student Activities Board, is'
determined to eliminate. ,, '
"We should be able to have,
more campus parties, bands, and
carnival-typ- e festivities like Alferd
E. Packer Day," said Morris as she
explained her hopes "to set out
some new groundwork for SAB.
Beginning Spring Quarter,
Morris will be aided by Assistant
Chairperson
.
for SAB, - Tara
. Fetherling. Morris is confident that '
the two chairpersons will work
well together to lead a network of --
student --run committees created
to provide entertainment and
cultural activities for the entire
student body. ; ' j
Asked what changes.- - she
foresees with SAB, Morris
explained that she most
importantly desires to make
system to being the entire student
body in oh SAB-sponsore- d events. "
l feel It's important to make
.students aware of what SAB is
doing," says Morris. She pointed
out that quite often students
attend functions (such as Alferd E. .
Packer Day), though they do not
know who is responsible for them.
Also on the external level, tMorris desires to hear input from
many campus - groups and a
diverse sampling of. the student
body in order to create "more
unity among various groups."
Although she stresses that she
would like to have independent
students or groups contact her to
let her know what; they want to
have at Wooster, she plans to take
the first step in promoting a
greater sense of student cohesion.
"I will personally contact several
qroups on campus which tn the
intments
purpose of promoting participa-
tion within SAB as a whole. She
feels that chairpersons must
always be receptive to ideas from
the outside, and will be able to get
more input- - through a , closer
network of chairpersons. . -- ., '
Elizabeth Renner, chairperson
for the Special Events and
Interests Committee, hopes to
; recruit a wide variety of members.
She is ambitious to make Alferd E.
Packer Day, Homecoming, "and a '
Winter Theme Weekend
extremely successful. "JV
Ken Dixon is the new Concerts
Committee-chairperson-
. His wide ,
variety of campus involvement
(with SGA.1 Crandall House and
WCWS)- - has made him particu-
larly - aware of various campus
interests. He is anxious "to hear
students', suggestions concerning
concert productions, and
encourages'' any interested
students to join his committee. '
Bill Levisey and Bob Moorman
certain "external" changes in the rwi11 co-cha- ir the SAB film
committee and are already making
plans for "an even better year of
films on campus." Dave Stubbles
is chairperson for the Speakers --
and Topics Committee and plans
"to -- bring a "diversified group of
speakers to the college in order to '.
expose the student body to a
variety of topics, values and
ideas."
Other SAB chairpersons
include Jeanne Rogosch (Travel),
Byron Elliot-- (Art), Sarah. Bard(Performing Arts) and Mary Anne
Marstnek (Short Courses). Chair-person- s
for the Outdoor
Recreation Committee and the
Black Forum Committee, will be
appointed this quarter. '
Morris is confident that all the
chairpersons will work well. "We
have a great board this year," she
said. "We have very responsive
and responsible chairpersons who
past have not had the time or other arc enthusiastic about serving the
rorr tn not invoke and let campus community through SAB
us know what they want," she
says. "I'm not waiting for students
to come to us; I'm so concerned
that our system work that will
personally go out and contact
vanous groups of students."
Morris suggests . that she not
only wants to create a better
rapport between SAB and the
entire campus, butshe also sees a
great need "to 'strengthen the
committee system." She stresses
the importance of the ten
committees of SAB "and their
chairpersons. Morris is planning
an "in-hou- se newsletter" for the
and their committees."
8
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After recently returning from a
national convention in Chicago for
student government leaders and
leaders of student programming
boards, Morris is enthusiastic'
about the task she and Fetherling
.are --undertaking - at Wooster.
"People are going to fcnotu weVe
doinq things this year." w V
Idealism of Academics
Paradoxically Inhibits
Educational Process
(cont. from p. 3) ; .
True, we are not at that, point,
and
.
we may not get there at all.
The intensity of the struggle,
--depends on the degree of will on
both sidesThe trustees could justr
carry out the divestment quietly, ;1
.
simply to keep thepeace and not
on moral grounds at alL rather as
, 24-ho- ur visitation got enacted. Or
the slwdents could become " --,
discouraged and give up; in any-- .
case, the college always has on its ,
side the eventual occurrence 6f
vacations, and 'student resolve
rarely survives such a cooling-of-f .
period. In addition, for a large
blaze to occur it is necessary to
have a quantity of tinder af hand,
in the form of general student .
disaffection. Such disaffection is
always waiting for an excuse to
vent itself, and a struggle over a --
moral issue is such an excuse. It
may be that we aren't yet quite at
that point.
.
But the people in power should
at least reflect on the lessons of the
60s. They -- might even practice "
what academia preaches; that
reason and morality should affect
our ' thinking and acting.. To be
consistently merely pragmatic in -- "
decisions - will in the long .run :
undermine' both general
enthusiasm and confidence, and
open the field to the conflict of
sheer power. He who" forgets "
history is condemned to repeat it.
James Haden
If Your Parents Are Good Enough To Take
You Home, Why Not Treat Them To Dinner
At Our Place?!
--AMISH HOME COOKING"
DINING. ROOM v nesstvATON
FAMILY STYLE " WMX-- m
SALAD BAR ctoteo Sunday
'
'. "COM DIME WITH US
567-221- 2 i
17 N. MARKET
SHREVE..O.
1
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"overwhelmingly endorsed" by the -
faculty.' Holliday commented that
although, there was . not
unaniminity amongst voters in
general, the faculty believed the
new curriculum semester system r
would benefit students, who are
often unhappy with the short ten:,
week period of the current quarter
system, and faculty, who find the
quarter system too-restatin- g to
fullvy devekralop their courses.rses.' The
new curriculum will commence
with the 1983-8- 4 academic year.-- J
' Holliday stressed that "students
will not be aL a disadvantage
meeting requirements" because of
the new ." semester, system.
Academic ? programs will - be
,j:..- - ; a. k, ,,,,!.,,
HonA; urrctor
under the quarter system may
make the transition to semesters :
as smoothly as possible. Next
spring, the Dean's Office Wtft dis-- ..
tribute letters : to all returning
students fully informing them of
the curriculum changes.
The second item on the
..meeting's agenda, the proposed
Cultural Definitions Requirement,
was defeated.: by. one vote.
" Originally presented to the
Educational Policy Committee last
spring, the Required proposedthaTwery Odlege of Set
student be required to take a
course dealing with : non-whit- e
North American, Third World or
women's studies. Though Holliday --
stated before the meeting that she
was "optimistic that we're on the --
right course," (Voice, Feb. 26),
Macharia Kamau, originator of the
proposal believed the Cultural
Definitions proposal presented to
the ' faculty emphasized the
historical significance of minori-- .
ties rather than contemporary
political minorities. . - '
Though the Cultural Definitions
proposal was defeated, Holliday
maintained - the decision not to
incorporate it into the curriculum
followed a "good discussion"' of
the issue. Some of the sentiments
expressed against the proposal
-f-P--sfs
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Faculty Passes Curriculum;
Defeats Cultural Definition
At a faculty meeting held last
Tuesday evening, professors and
.administrators voted in favor of
the proposed 1983 curriculum,
and narrowly defeated the
Cultural Definitions Requirement
proposal. J
.
- .
included the arguments fthat
currently only 27 percent of the.
student body is not enrolled inr
classes which would not satisfy the
'requirement,-- and the problem of
properly staffing the required
Cultural Definitions courses. -
- First on the agenda was the '83 . - ' - - ' : '-- ft' , -sp??f?xibet Memories Reflected
v .
--
: by Sundaram Tagore .- -:
I . went to school in Mussourie, .
up in the Himalayas. Quite often,
on a clear day the ' Himalayan
range, would show itself "in its
shimmering grandeur.Tvas also
.aware that across this rangelay
the forbidden land of Tibet . J '
"1 had many friends who were ,
i ibetans; - we . --pyea soccer.
together? Thev
with a gleaming smile. I often saw'
little Tibetan children running :
down the streets screaming, oldjnen turning their prayer wheels
and women ' tending the sfep,
farms: " And I wpndered, even
though they possessed a smiling
countenance, why. was there 'a
peculiar saaness in meir eyesr
Nineteen fifty-nin- e, that fateful
year," China went ahead witn its
imperialistic policy and took over
Tibet Hundreds of thousands of
Tibetan refugees were fleeing
Tibet in order to save themselves
from the Chinese aggression, --
crossing over nine of the world's
highest passes. V They reached
India, after a gruelling-arduo- us
journey. Thousands perished ;.
during the., exodus fromTibet-Man- y
- died, - not only from
1ldlm, Vjb.ut JlF the"
was a pathetic tale. '. . ;
; Since then, they-- have gone
through extreme hardship, pain
and privation. But they showed a
volatile strength, and these simple
people went ahead to rebuild their
way of life in India, establishing a
"flourishing nation-in-exile- ." -
Dalai , Lama, the "Tibetan
religious - and political leader,
dedicated his heart and soul in
order to save his people and the
remnants of their ancient culture. '
He . chose "Dharamsala," a hill
station irk India, nestled . in the
Himalaya, as his new capital and
the seat of the Tibetan govern-
ment in exile. They . wistfully
nicknamed it the little Lhasa."
From ... here, " he - went about
performing his duties. In I960, with
H1?A1L'G 1
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at foot af Beall A i
pnEczrrr ccurcn rnnw paying
the help of an Indian lawyer, he
formed a democratic constitution.
Though this democratic,
constitution deviated from the
actual home government, it has
won tremendous support from the
younger members of the Tibetan
diaspora. -
--
' One day I had asked a Tibetan
high school student --about the
in :
disgust and commented,
.
"The
imperialistic Chinese have no .
justification ih taking over my .
country and my people. How
-- coukd they do such a thing? We
approached the United Nations,. :
but aD in vain." The Tibetans irt
. general follow the Buddhist patruf
non-violenc- e. I often wondered
why they weren't getting enough
'forefront
.
coverage? Was it
because they j followed" the
Gandhian principle, of non-
violence and not- - resorting --to i
.guerilla warfare? Nobody seems to
r talk about the extreme iniquities
.committed against ..our Tibetan
: friends. Their monastaries which
housed the nucleus of their
' religious -- and cultural life were
wiped , out ' by the totalitarian
government. The entire heritage
of their people, not to" mention .
priceless works of art, antiquities
? and hjstdVkal - buildings, were
- devastated overnight by the
Chinese reme while the world
: looked on, - - " ; :
The Tibetans are well aware
--that it is impossible to win back
Tibet through a bloody war. The
only" way is-throu- gh a.
"Rapprochement., .: Beiging and.
Dharamsala had 'dialogues
recently, and the Tibetans are
being very patient. China has also
realized by now that it is a-lo- st
"cause to disintegrate the Tibetans
and transform them into Chinese.
How long will the Tibetans wait,'
we do not know; and when will
Beigong come to straight path is
hard to forecast But some day, I
' am sure their motivations will help
to redeem "jix miIlion: Tibetans
. from the injustice and oppression
they are going through in Tibet. Of ;
one thing frri" certain: one day
when all the facts are made public,
the people of the world will
shudder at the very thought of the
Chinese aggression and one of the :
worst crimes committed against
humanity. - ; ' ' . - ' "
CSALLAVE.
ECON-0-VAS- H
(Just North tf the'College)
'. 24 Hour Coin-O- p laundry
': ' - i' '.u'-- .' ."
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; - The Internationalist
"
; by Tesse Tzauaras :'. -- relations, Particularly, XDCs and
If an event is not covered or-- - Developing countries were
emphasized by the press, it is as if interested in reforming GATT
it never existed. One of thess (General Agreement on Tariffs"
inadequately covered events was and Trade). They wanted the
the. Cancun Summit. A great "rich" countries-t- o allow LDC's
number of College of . Wooster. - products to -- enter Western
students.and members of the -
community are not even aware ,
that it went on, and it is not their
fault. The reason: it was not given
attention in the American media.
Even The Washington Post the
"factual" handbook of ; govern-- V
ment officials only printed. aV
one-colum- n article on the front
page on the day of the event.
- But what was- - the Cancun
Summit about? The Summit took
place in Cancun, Mexico ?
hence, the name in late October
of 1981." It was a meeting of 22
heads pf state: eight from "rich
r arid 14 from "poor" countries, as
.
published in U.S. News & World
Report.' Among ix others "were:'; --
- President Reagan (USA), Prime
--Minister Thatcher (Great Britain), --
President - Mitterand "(France),-.- :
President-- Jose Lopez Portillo.;
(Mexico),- - President Luis Hurrera 7
Campins (Venezuela), Premier
.
Zhao" .Zyang (China), Prime
Minister Indira - Ghandi , (India),
' President Shehu Shagari (Nigeria)
and others. The aim of the meeting
was to promote the North-Sout- h
dialogue, in view of the New Inter-- "
national Economic Order (NIEO), '
as voted upon in the Unfted --
, Nations.
- Although NIEO was passed in
the U.N. General Assembly by a "
majority vote, it is common,
knowledge that, if the Great
' Powers do not agree to endorse a
. decision, the U.N. has rtd enforce- - :
. ment power. They did not agree jn "-t- he
case of NIEO. It was apparent
to them, though, that there were :
certain demands made by the so-- '
. called : Third World where
compromise was possible and
; preferable The "poor" have a
, significant --amount of bargaining
power. Nigeria exports more oil to
the U.S. than any country except
Saudi Arabia. India is the accepted -- :'
leader of the non-aligne- d
,
movement, many - developing ;
countries already have nuclear
capabilities, etc Thus, Canom.
came about.
- .
- - .
-
The problems between different ,
countries often fie in the miscon- -'
ceptions each one has of the other .
. and its leaders; these create a lack
of trust between the two countries
especially, at the decision-
making level Communication is
: hindered and this is often the
major obstacle in any effort for
bilateral or mfltilateral agreement
The decision to have heads of
: state Cancun is in response to this
problem. A "Camp David" type of .
meeting could - and can --
enhance v communication . and
international understanding. .
.' Starting with this premise, the --
aim was to have the developing"
countries-expres- s their points of
disagreement with the present;
form ' of international economic '".
-
98 Jim
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markets without being subject to
taxation andor without the strict
.requirements on packaging,
uniformity of the product, etc. - "
,
-- The problem was, however, that
'western ; countries - use these
barriers to imports as an effective
political weapon that increases
their bargaining power. So, they
refused to conform. As there was
no concrete agreement on NIEO,
"and as there was not enough
importance placed on Cancun by
the staff,' The Washington Post
wrote that "nothing happened at
Cancun.
However, especially
.
after .
talking to several people who were
present at the Cancun Summit, I-t- hink
that . to dismiss-- , the
significance of the meeting is
.rather simplistic. Firstly, heads of ;
states took the opportunity and
had private meetings with one
another. The things -- discussed
there( did not necessarily relate to
the issue of an international order
per se, .but dealt with the bilateral ,
relations of these countries. By
the . private meeting between
President - Reagan and Prime
Minister Ghandi,v for example,
.(along with' the. U.S. non-oppositi- bn
to the proposed $3 '
billion loan from the IMF to India), ,
the U.S. secured Indian neutrality
in their bilateral agreement with .
Pakistan. And, this is only one
example of the important things
that were accomplished at
Cancun.. . ;
The-secon- d important
implication of the Summit was that --
it showed that the bargaining,
power otthe Third World is rising.
Some years go, the consideration '
of a dialogue would not even
.
occur; today it appears necessary. .
This creates a climate that favors ,
potential change in the
international balance on the side of
the Developing Work! Although, :
this is an intangible, it is just as
important, to. examine the
possibilities that open for NIEO.
At any rate, this compact review
of Cancun is not sufficient to show
kv any detail what went on. It is
.only suggesting that there was
much more going on than what the .
media publicized and what we
think we know. One could almost
trace in Cancun the motive for the"
U.S. veto of Salim Salim, the
Tanzanian candidate for the
position Tit the Secretary General
of the U.N. for the' next term. It is '.
too bad that such crucial events
are mystified by mis!kterretation
or neglect of the media. ' r- - ::t.
pnEGnAr:cY
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Can you find the clown in this picture?
Section men applaud as one member of "Hot Jocks," an all
male Go-G- o act, strips down to his athletic supporter as part of
the annual Hell Week festivities. When queried about the
section's choice of entertainment, one unidentified man
replied: "We ain't no faggots, we just like to have a little fun with
the boys sometimes. It's the Greek way."
Li
j
w sir
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Howard Raber put what in the Gourmet Casserole?
: i, .
Pictured here: The Limpou'Bros. Sadly, this foursome have all been victims of
pusifectionitislegumbris a rare disease common among ex-basketb- all coaches. Usually
amputation below the knee is the only cure.
75 jgVfo&v
-
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Wooster's Awards Banquet: Woosters honored students fight to keep their skirts down as they
are judged for their "personal worth" (hence the W emblazoned on their chests) and "generaj
excellence." Watch for the stripes at graduation. ;
tn mmm w3- -
8
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Yes, Wooster Student, you too can work with Body Beautiful
Mortician and Undertaker Lmt. The next best thing to being
there. Sign up for interviews in the CPPS office. . ;
"I s? miNumbed by drugs, excessive alcohol, and . indiscriminate sex, these
Wooster section men pose before the camera, determined to illustrate
that there is more to joining a section than drugs, excessive alcohol, and
indiscriminate sex. . " -
--
.
t.
'--
,
"V- -
"So then I said to him: Give it to me baby. . .Gimme
all you got! It's true, you know. Sex is better after 60!"
a Rtuk awt Rth Buttback. Siamese twins joined at
the spine, buttocks; shoulders and arms, have adjusted to
functuoning as one unit with minimal difficulties. Because of thejiffimlh, f inAna to walk together Coined at the back, they are
naturally inclined to pull away from one another),"the two women
often take turns carrying eacn otner .
i w
1 -- ;.' o
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;
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In search of funds for the
"Campaign for Wooster,"
Henry Copelandtops an
alumnus from the class of
1899.
But all I have is my social
security cheeky the old man
sobbed. : . v -- :-
"Thafs an right," Henry
Copeland consoled. "Every
little bit counts.", . "
- I
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Goddammit! I know the catch is back here somewhere!
- V 7. .. . 1
Witness here a countenance before the days of
I txLax.
if rQ cd :f
"
Long-cherish- ed Ideafism (represented at risht by Divestment
Coalition member) comes face to face with somber Realty(played by Wooster trustee) in this scene from the one-a-ct play
--Time Running Out." The play concludes with a surrea.tK:
engulf ment of both the main character, by a sn Inc-
orporation. Next scheduled for production m the Real WorkL
Page 12, VOICE, March 5, 1982.
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In a recent Voice editorial, aieader wrote that many students here are "...led out to pasture... ' by the klealistic political awareness proffered by the
-
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.in f j i f : i:a il .educations at Wooster. Lest we ail oe leqatmiessiy astray oy tnose women ana menwnosnape our unaersianaing oj ine wotio,ukx euuur rcijtniiy .
wandered through the hallowed halls of Kauke to determine how idealistic our professors really are. Ihefollowmg doors represent some notaoie
"visions" of Wooster profs' social and political perspectives of the world. Well leave you to determine how detrimental they are to the impressionable
minds of Wooster students. Photos by Sue Mertz.. - . ' -- .' 7 r ?
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Anyone's Double
by Laurie Sheets, Brigitte Jirku
For the last ' two
.
weeks, the ?:
Theater, - Department -- ;. of ; The
College of Wooster has produced --
the American stage version of
Anouflh's Antigone, translated
and adapted from the French,
"directed by Annetta Jefferson,
assisted by Monica Bowin arid :
" Tom" Truss; 4rt an unuaual move
Jefferson doublecast the show in
order to. "give the students an
opportunity to participate in the
production.'! T "... -
Mimi Richmond (cast one) and
Lee Merrill (cast two), each took
the role of Antigone and created a
different characterT Richmond's,,
interpretation presented an
almost classical Antigone. The fact .
that she was a princess was readily .
apparentras. was her conviction.
While her composure was very
I : W'-- ' ;Pike's Peak:
1 Camera Shop
Get All Your :C ' ; V
Photographic Supplies For Your
Vacation Pictures. .
1
csgrr-ff-
"
J when youO party withlj Little Caesar,p you get twice
a the slices ;
a, not the prices.
mm
Party!
Extra cheese ."
on a aer-pi- e basis.
o?zh in ivodsrcn
i-
-
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Cast Proffers Varied Interpretations
strong, ' at times, it seemed "to
hinder, interaction with other
characters. Merrill, on the other
hand, "shows a more , humanly :
weak character finding her identity .--by
, confronting a death. This-emotional- ,.
questioning side , of
Antigone . seemed to - promote
interaction, and in the second
week' sparked other members of
--sffie cast t" hirem-jtorfrma- nr
Unfortunately, : m bringing so
much energy to the part, Merrill
had a tendency to overact: .
The actor who had to make the
most . adjustments tor each
Antigone was Professor Figge,
who "played Creon in both casts:
Playing against Richmond, he
presented a dictator, a character
with charm," but - who r seemed
; incomplete. With MerrilL Creon ,
became mor e human, and inner
INTriERAMAD INN ;. 1
'X - :
'" '
-
'.-
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.
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conflict was apparent to the
, audience.. In reach performance.
Figge had excellent moments, but
his character did not mature until
the second week.
Russ White (cast one) and Scott --
Paynter (cast two) each brought
great tenderness to the part of
Antigone's lover, Haemon.- - The
scenes between White and Rich- -
rngnd, ; and Paynter and Merrill
were notable for their naturalness.
However," each of the actors lost
the naturalism in their confronta-tion-s
with Creon. White became
.too stiff, but his death threat was
: believable. Paynter's Haemon
: became almost juvenile, and it is
hard to believe he would carry out
such a' threat. ".
..Susan Liggett as Ismene
provided a foil to each Antigone,
complementing each interpreta- -
- tion. Todd - Fry, a senior at
Wooster High, as a Greek chorus
"boy in the first production seemed
not to have developed ' the
"-s-
ubtleties of the part, however; he
used the time between the two
Scot Symphonic Band Debuts Sunday
" by Susannah Bourne
- This Sunday, March 7, the Scot :
Symphonic Band will make its --
debut' of the 1982 season on the
stage of McGaw Chapel at &15
p.m. The program contains a wide --
variety of musical entertainment
.designed .to please a variety of
.
musical tastes. The band will play
pieces which range from classical
to modem, marches to show
tunes. Some of these are
Mendelssohn's "Overture for
Band;'' selections from Brigadoon,
a "Scothsh Rhapsody" by Clare,
Grundman, Gould's "American
Salute," GiovanninTs "Overture in
B " Flat," and the "Lassus
Trombone"
,
march,", featuring the- -
- powerful trombone section. . ...
. For an entr'acte and delightful
THE MOVIES
SEDUCTION &9NpGOLgEN
- hhbcmm: noa. m m 7m
; THE MIDNIGHT MOVIE i
'DOCTOR'S WIVES
FRIDAY & SATURDAY $2X0 - v
,
LYRICT
.REMEMBER: MONDAY IS COUECE LD. NICHT:
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- SltWITHLD. ' '
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Professor Figge and Mimi Richmond (left) and Lee Merrill and
Maria v Whitaker - provided
interpretations" in Antigone.
productions and finished strongly."
Warm, comic and affecting a
worrian3emjinely old, Margaret
Poethig (cast one) brought, a FeaT
humanity to the nurse. Maria
Whitaker (cast two) played the
nurse as . a straight part and
consequently the character lost
effectiveness. Jeff ; Rider's"
performance as the first guard
(cast one) was another effective
comic point of the show. His
; performance as a messenger (cast .
two) was adequate, but not up to
par with his guard. Ron Harvey,
another community actor,.
.
alternated roles with Rider as
.
messenger and guard. In each
case, his performance would have
.
improved, had he enunciated. The
three other guards (Tom Warner. '--
.
change of pace, the Scottish
- pipers, drurnmers,': and dancers '
wOI perform tp give a taste of the
highlands in some ethnic tunes
and dances. The pipers will play
' three sets, combining, familiar
songs from the marching season,'
including everyone's favorite,
"Scotland the Brave," with some ;
new songs. The" dancers wiO
perform the . "Strathspay and
Reel," and the "Flora."
.
: For a grand finale, the pipe and
symphonic bands will combine to
play a moving arrangement of the
all-tim- e favorite, "Amazing
Grace."
This is a great opportunity to
take a break from the hectic end-of-the-quar- ter:
studies and. hear
some fine music. - ...
XT zx
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'two effective yet different
Steve Clymer, Garth Katner) gave
a nice - earthy "performance,
notable for realism. Complement-
ing the casts" wereTraeey Kolouch
and Rachael Porter as Eurydice,
and Doug Stewart as the paget"
Although they were not in the "
original script, ' .Jefferson added
thre"e .interpretivejdances,
choreographed by Jean-An- n
Marshall, to show the contrast and' .
continuity of . time -- and :
tknelessness in tragedy, and to --
involve dance and serious drama --
at the College. ; Unfortunately,
breaking the action of the play for
such long periods was distracting.
Although theywere weD executed,
had the dance sequences been
shorter, the effect would have --
been stronger-
-
The exceptbn to
this was the first dance piece, a.
flashback to the dud of Polynices --
and Eteocles, performed by Tom
Truss and Gib Kirkham. Theother
dancers were M. Cermelj, J.
Currie, A. ViaL M. Fitzelle, L. --
Hover, L Winitsky and C Rettew.
T The massive set, designed by .
Norene Walworth as her Senior "
IS. strongly set the mood for the :
piece. The use of levels and bulk
'. affected the audience's perception --
of power relationships between
the characters. Although an --
effective-. setr its possibilities
seemed - not - fuHy 'utilized, and
occasionally the" actors' .
. movements on it seemed stilted.
Although the show had some
obvious weaknesses, Jefferson's
production L of Antigone
.
accomplished several important
things. There' was some
remarkably good ensemble play
within the casts, and two effective,
if --different, interpretations of a
strong, but difficult play. Also, it
seems to promise that the Theater ,
.
Department is willing to take a risk
to produce a broad range of
dramatic exrww'nce. -
EARN EXTRA MONEY
-- .; B m part-tim- e
Amwicmn Youth Entarprises
.
: dealer. .."
Mon - Fri 3:30-6:0- 0 p.m.
on 234-SS4- S
THE
mWTY--
illtM CoHf Hill SHOP
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Scots Lose 63-4- 7 to ONU
The Fighting Scots got past the
first round of the OAC playoffs,
ousting Kenyon 65-5- 4. The Scots
found themselves playing Ohio
Northern, the regular season
champions of the conference. The
Polar Bears forced the Scots into
17 turnovers and won easily, 63-4- 7.
Led by Eric Short off the bench,
and Chris Thomas, the Scots
came back from an 8-- 2 deficit to
take a 28-2- 6 lead into the
lockerroom versus Kenyon. Short
scored aH his points on tips or
offensive rebounds while Thomas
hit three of six from the 15 foot
range in the half.
Jesse Smith and Short were
controlling the boards. The Scots
held a 16-- 8 edge at the half in that
department.
After Lee Svete hit a jumper to
tie the score at 36 all, the Scots
Scot Tracksters
Finish in Third
by Katharine L. Blood
The College of Wooster
women's track team captured a
third place at the OAISW Division .
HI Indoor championships at Ohio
Wesleyan Saturday, February 27.
Ohio Wesleyan won the 12-tea- m
meet with 159 points, while
Kenyon (88), Wooster (75),iand
Oberlin (56) followed.
Theresa deGuzman did an
excellent job in the distance races
winning the two mile and finishing
second in the three mile clocking a
11:38 and 18:35 respectively.
"I would say Theresa was our
most outstanding runner in this
meet," praised coach Craig
Penney. "She never gave up and
challenged everyone in their
races."
Charlene Kemp continued to do
a good job placing second in the
long jump with a leap of 16-8- . "That
was her best jump of the indoor
season. As soon as she has a
chance to practice outdoors, I
expect her to do even better," said
Penney.
Kemp also placed second in the
60-yar- d hurdles with the time of
8.3. Teammate Pam Willis turned
in a third in the 440 with a 633. -
The middle distance crew
continued to run well. Mandy
Burr, Sue Roberts, Katie Blood
and Rachel Swanger combined
efforts to place third in the
distance medley relay. Burr,
Roberts and Blood then joined
(cont. on p. 15)
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outscored Kenyon 13-- 4 over the
next six minutes to wrap the game
up. Svete keyed the burst with
seven points. Short and Smith
adding a hoop each. Thomas
topped off the spurt with a
resounding, breakaway slam that
brought the crowd to their feet
before he was within ten feet of the
hoop.
Four Scots hit double figures,
led by Svete with 15. Short 14,
Thomas 13, and Smith 1 1 gave the
Scots their balanced attack.
The Ohio Northern game was a
different story. After playing a
good first half (31-2- 7, ONU), the
Scots hit a cold speO with nine
minutes, remaining in the second
half. The score was 50-4- 1 in favor
of Northern. The Scots couldn't
drop a shot' for four minutes to
close the gap. The Scots were
frustrated for the rest of the game,
only scoring six points in the final
nine minutes.
Chris Thomas and Jesse Smith
each scored 16 points to lead the
Scots. Thomas had nine rebounds
to lead both teams in scoring.
The Scots finished the season
with a 13-1- 2 record. Their season
was one of up and down play. They
split the last eight games of the
season. But, after being picked to
finish way, way back in the pack,
the Scots showed some mettle to
play as well as they did.
With the experience of playing
together, losing only one senior
and the fine overall improvement
of the play during the season, the
Scots will be a team to be
reckoned with during the season
next year.
Women Advance to Quarters
DIORIO'S PIZZA
"Nothing Beatza
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"
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The women's basketball team
defeated Capital in a game that
wasn't as close as it seemed. The
Scots won 59-5- 6. But, it was
decided halfway into the second 20
minutes of play. tFor some reason, Capital didn't
seem to think the game was over,
even though the Scots led by as
much as 12 (52-40- ) with eight
minutes left in the contest. The
Crusaders outscored the Scots
16-- 7 in the final eight minutes to
make the game close.
The Scots began to pull away
with about eleven minutes left in
the first half. Kris Leslie popped in
a foul line jumper to make the
score 16-- 8 in favor of the Scots.
The Crusaders battled back into
the game with seven minutes and
thirty seconds remaining in the
half. Capital took the lead, 18-2- 0,
and the Scots were behind for the
first time in over ten minutes. -
The score remained close
throughout the rest of the half,.
Capital took a four point lead, 26-3- 0,
with 2:32 left in the half--It was
their biggest lead in the. game.
Keyed by Amy Smith, who scored
twice and had an assist, the Scots
outscored the Crusaders 8-- 0 in the
last 2:30 to take a 34-3- 0 lead into
the lockerroom at the half.
Capital came right back at the
start of the second half and finally
took the lead again with 14:00
showing on the clock. Down 37-3- 8,
the Scots shut out the Crusaders
over the next four and a half
minutes while building a nine point
lead, 49-4- 0. Lisa Mullett keyed the
Scots' resurgence with three
baskets and two assists.
After Maribeth Bentler split a
pair from the line, the Scots had
their biggest lead of the night, 52-4- 0.
Capital began their drive for
victory, but came up short.
Bentler clinched the game for the
Scots with two foul shots at the
& WINE
2680 Cleveland Rd.
Wooster"
I
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I
per pizza)
50F OFF
A SMALL PIZZA with 2 items
i XI coupon per pizza)
FREE DELIERY!
0:14 mark of the game. Thafgave
the Scots a 59-5- 4 lead and
wrapped up the-victor- y.
Darlene Kemp led the Scots
with 14 points. Bentler and Mullett
hit double figures with 11 and 10,
also. Bentler latched onto 1 11
rebounds to lead the. team. The
Scots shot 31 (26-85- ) from the
field and 47 (7-1- 5) from the line.
Two seeds i were knocked off
during the first round of OAISW
tournament. The final eight teams,
which are competing here on the
campus today and tomorrow, re:
Malone (number one seed),
Walsh, Bluffton. Wooster, Rio
Grande, Defiance, Mt. St. Joe's
and Ohio Northern." There were,
four games yesterday with the
winners playing two games today
(semi-finals- ) and then the finals on
Saturday.
. ...... . - ,
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Men's Track Finishes Third
by David Means
' Scots finally satisfied their
appetite for a good score last
Friday when they took third place
out of seven teams at Mt. Union.
Wooster took third with 27 points
while Marietta grabbed second
with 29 and Mt. Union dominated '
with a huge 211 point lead. The
powerful Mt. Union runners took
first in 12 --events and second and
third in six.
Coach Breiner said he was
pleased with the third place finish
but he - felt they could have
captured second place if people
hadn't been so tired. "We beat
some people here," he said, "But
some of our individual
performances were, not up to
par we were quite tired."
One bright spot was the return
of Terry Goodman to the track.
Terry, who was one of last year's
top performers, vaulted 1Z6" for a
A
. I. -
third place. He also took sixth in
the long-jum- p with a 196" effort:
.Andy Baird and Bill Jackson
both - ran good races. Baird
, captured third in the 1000 meter
run with a 2:45.95... Jackson ;
pumped out a good mile race,
grabbing fourth place with a time
of 4:32.82... '
In the relay races Wooster
scored third in the 4x1 lap race
with a time of 1: 18.7. The mile relay
team . (Eiseifelder,- - Boop,
Tveekrenv, Baird) took fourth with
a 3:46. 14 and the B team took sixth .
place.
.
.
.
In the 400 meter race Earle Wise
placed sixth (54:72) and Craig
Esenfelder fifth (54:34). Stafford
Harrell scored sixth in the 55 dash
in 6:85. -r - ' -The Scots are geared up for the
O.A.C. meet this Friday and
Saturday at Ohio Wesley an. ,
WEIWILL BE E
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Women Take Third
--
, ;'.' (conf. from p., 14) - ' ,
freshman Heather --Blackie to earn
yet another third in the two mile
.
relay with the time of 10:30.9. '
Roberts broke a school record
.
in the 1,000 meter run with the
'.excellent time of 2:59.5 for a fifth
place. Burr and Blood placed third
and fourth respectively in the 880.
Burr also placed sixth in the mile,
' while Blood fought for a fifth in the
600. . - . -
The middle distance group did a
super job, for us and really came
.
through when we needed them,"
praised Penney.
.
-
.
''
Carrie Bell increased the overall
tally by throwing 36'10 in the shot
'put to gain second place.
"We did not get second place as
we had hoped, but we did improve
our times in almost all the events,
.
and improvement is the bottom
fine," commented Penney.
. "We
are going to .be strong in our .
--
c
. ' '
;
.
' outdoor season."
--
"fc ;
v
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Travels in Kenya
Provoke Reflections
(cont. from p. 7)
When taking a Wooster bus
downtown," I laughed to see how
polite Americans were. In Nairobi
you leave your manners behind
when boarding a bus, from the
rear, shoving and pushing to get
on. Then you are packed like
sardines in the aisles, hoping a
pick-pock- et doesn't start working
his way between people.
Once downtown in Wooster, I
still expect, subconsciously, to see
lame deformed bodies crawling on
the sidewalk or boys roaming
about, all begging with pleading
eyes for a few shillings from the
white wealthy Europeans, while
many, many apathetic drivers in
Mercedes whiz past. So many
wealthy and so many poor in the .
same place.
I expected to be surrounded by
street vendors wanting to sell
their elephant-hai- r or copper
bracelets. I wanted to barter and
say, "Bwana, your price is too
high, m start at one-thir- d your
price."
I grew accustomed to seeing
Nairobi homes surrounded by.
high hedges, fences and iron gates,
behind which guard dogs barked
ferociously and where a guard
listlessly stood to prevent
burglaries.
The Kenyan frequency is most
discomforting and. difficult to tune
out while eating the banquet at
Lowry Center. I was accustomed
to eating chicken, or goat or beef
with, some gravy or rice. That was
it. No lettuce salads, apples,
oranges, three kinds of desserts.
Our desserts on rare occasions
were fresh pineapple, raw cashew
nuts, a passion fruit, fresh coconut
--milk.
. So after all the hue tuning, what
is the conclusion of my gathered
thoughts?
Coming from Kenya to tne
C.O.W. country club is . not -- so
easy. Attitudes about life are so
different in both places. The
Kenyan who is committed to Jesus
as Lord and Saviour looks at what
little he owns and says Bwana
asifiwe (Praise the Lord), zfhd is
joyful to live.
But the American looks at what
.
he owns and complains. It is not
enough. He craves more, more,
more. Just one more alligator
sweater, a better car, a more
expensive stereo, a cottage for
summer vacations, a better payincjjob.
Some people say, "Oh, the .
poor, poor Africans. They are
happy because they know of
nothing better, the good life, the
A : i i t i- - - mi-une- rican standard oi nving.
I say,-
- "The poor, poor
Americans. They are so ignorant
of a better life that the Kenyan
Christian of the rural bush country
can teach, a more simple uncom-
plicated life. The Americans need
to leam from Kenyan Christians
what it means to give of himself in
the midst of "poverty," and to
share more than material wealth.
Where are green fields of tea,
coffee, sugar cane, sizal? Instead,
snow and slush cover the ground
of the C.O.W. Why are the clouds
so distant here? Since Kenya is so
near the equator, clouds float so
low you think you can blow them
across the sky with one breath. In
Wooster, you might see one star at
night in a great black expanse. I
still expect to see a Kenyan sky at
night, one that is so packed with
constellations that there is hardly
room for one more star.
College Enacts Sexual Harassment Grievance Procedure
.
(cont. from p. 7) -
fine tune its legal procedures for
sexual harassment so to cover
both its academic and non-academ- ic
employees, Hilty
explained. .
The College's definition of
sexual harassment is based on
guidelines established by. the
College and University Personnel
Association. Encompassing a wide
range of both verbal and physical
behavior of a sexual nature, the
definition takes into consideration
the particular power relations
between professors and 'students
which set the conditions for sexual
harassment. Specifically, the
guideline states that an action can
be considered sexual harassment
when "submission to such contact
is made either explicitly or
implicitly a term or condition of an '
individual's employment or
educational advancement."
Hilty points out that an
important part of the definition is
its legitimation of the role of an
individual's perception of
something as sexual harassment.
Often in cases of . sexual
harassment, both in work
situations and in educational
environments, too much reliance
has been placed on the
documentation of intent to harass,
Hilty commented. To this effect
the policy states that an action can
be termed sexual harassment
when "such conduct has the
purpose or effect of unreasonable
interfering with an individual's
educational or work performance
or creates an intimidating, hostile
or offensive working or
educational environment ."
- While the policy details
grievance procedures for sexual
harassment experienced by any
College community member, its
first emphasis is on resolving the
problem by informal means with
.
the concerned individuals. Hilty is
suggested as the first person to .
- contact concerning any problems '
of sexual harassment. "We hope
for a situation in which people who
feel themselves victims of sexual --
harassment feel free to speak '
up.. .We would prefer to deal with --
each instance on ' ao informal, --
completely confidential basis,".
Hilty said. The sensitive nature of
sexual harassment and the desire
to protect the identities of all
parties increases the need for an .
informal channel to deal with the ,
problem Hilty said. Given that
many victims of sexual
harassment, the majority who are ,
women, are embarrassed or feel '
guilty talking about their
experiences, the option- - of
informality is a way of easing the :
tension so that "addressing the
issue isn't too frightening,"" Hilty
commented.' She added that .
people do not have to choose the.
informal means first but may go
directly to the specific grievance
procedure.
For matters which cannot be
resolved --informally, the policy
outlines six different procedures
for sexual harassment grievances.'
Three of the six grievance
procedures were just developed in
the last nine months by Beth
Lewis, Church Relations
Coordinator, arid President
Copeland, and deal specifically
with areas in which there had been
no previous grievance procedures.
The policy does not cover
sexual harassment of one student
-
by another, since that is already
covered by Section , VIII of . the
Code of Social Responsibility.
Students wishing to - discuss
. problerns of sexual harassment
should contact a Dean's : staff
member. Any charges are brought
to the Judicial Board. ; "
- Grievance procedures already '.
: in operation at the College apply to
nonacaderriic employees .and '
faculty members bringing charges
" against members of the
community other than students.
Nonacademic employees can
' bring charges through the
Nonacademic Employees
Grievance Procedure while faculty
members with charges against
.
" anyone other than a . student
works. --4hrough. the ' Faculty
' Grievance Procedure. Any
- charges brought forth by ah
administrative officer or staff
member are to be taken to theN
appropriate Vice President.
Because grievance procedures
for- -, students wishing to bring
charges against a faculty member
or a member of the administration .
or a nonacademic employee are
brand new, little space is devoted
to -- each in' the Procedures
'
,
Statement. --The three other
procedures fisted above are
explained
. in detail in the
v appropriate pamphlets.
Dean of the Faculty, Vivian
Holliday ; and Director . of
Personnel, Fred Dugan, are the
two peoplewho will initially
investigate any charges brought
by . students against faculty, '
administrators or nonacademic'
' personnel. In each case, when
informal means cannot resolve the
matter, a grievance committee is
Last Chance for --
Men Who Avoid :
Draft Registration
January ; 20... Director - of
- Selective Seivtee; Thomas K.
Turnage announced that young
men who were required to have
registered with . the Selective
- Service System before January 8,
1982, but who failed to do so, will
- be granted a grace period in which
to register that will extend through
February 28, 1982.
.
This announcement imple
ments President Reagan's
statement of January 7, in which
the President endorsed --the
continuation of registration and
Drovided for a araee nprkvr? for- -
those who had previously failed to
register. The President made his
decision based on the findings of
the ' Military Manpower Task
Force that peacetime registration
"wiH save the United States about
six weeks time in .mobilizing its
manpower in an emergency-Presiden- t
Reagan also reaffirmed
his" 1 commitment to -- meeting
peacetime - military , manpower
needs without a draft. -
wier reoruary zo, ana arter
identifying the names of those
persons who registered during the
grace period, Selective Service wilL
rami ruit a rwrrknrjtm rJ ft if) rnmnli. .
ance with the registration law. The
Department of Justice, in
coordination with the Selective.
Service System, ? will initiate
appropriate enforcement action.
This will include action against
persons whose names were
referred by Selective .Service to
the Department of Justice for
possible criminal prosecution
prior to January 8, in the event
...rl : i
durino the grace period. ;,
appointed to ' investigate - the
problem and "make a final
. recommendation to the President,
who will then take final action for
the institution.
...The last hew "I grievance
- procedure is for any payroll
employee of the. College who
wished to bring charges against a
student. A Dean's staff member
: should be contacted to investigate
any charges ofsexual harassment.
If -- the case, cannot be resolved
' informally and the facts warrant it,"
it will be referred to' the Judicial
Board. -
The --seriousness of the
document and - the College's
v stance on sexual harassment is
made-clea- r by the policy's closing
, statement which stresses that
corrective' action stemming from
charges of sexual harassment may.
range from a reprimand to a
dismissal. Hilty added that in a
' community setting Kke a college,
where respect for others is highly
valued; people must realize that
the absence of that respect is a
' serious matter. ' , : I'-- ' ,
Amnesty International
' (cont. from p. 6) :
of the armed forces and the
directors of the security forces'
wield the real power in El Salvador.- - .
He also said that the "death
squads" were . made -- up . of
members of the security forces
and that acts of terrorism ascribed ,
to those squads-such-- as political
assassinations, kidnappings and
indiscriminate murder were, in"
fact, planned by high-rankin- g
r military officers,and carried out by
rnembers of the security forces.
